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Sailor's Wife First Murder Victim Of '65
Negro Officers Praised
For Capturing Robbers

Woman Gives Police
Name Of Her Slayer
A woman who was shot and a bed.
'seriously wounded back in 1950 Mr. Caldwell was engaged in
but who miraculously survived, the taxicab business at the
became the first homicide vie- time of the shooting.
OM in Memphis for 1985 when
SHOT INTO CAFE
she died in John Gaston Hos- In anotiler incident, Benjapital early Sunday morning. i mm Warren of 994 Peach was
The victim was Mrs. Beatrice held to the action of the Shelby
Marlin, wife of a sailor stationed County Grand Jury on a charge
In Honolulu, Hawaii.
of assault to murder involving
Mrs. Maclin, who was 28 and his shooting inside of a cafe
who lived at 254 S. Orleans, at 816 Poplar Street.
Apt. 2, was found lying across According to police. Warren
a bed in her apartment about and a group came to the door
1:15 a.m. Sunday by Harry of the Beachcomber, looked in
Thompson of 1516 Livewell dr. and then began rattling it.
de.
Warren reportedly entered the
According to officers, Mr. place, and the two men seated
Thompson had come to the In a booth yelled at him and
house for some barbecue and asked him what he *anted.
found the woman dying front a The 24-year-old man was then
stab wound,
said to have gone away and
Mrs. Maclin was carried to returned at 8:55, and rattled
John Gaston hospital, but she the door
died at 4:V Sunday morning.
FIRED SHOTS
GAVE MAN'S NAME
When told that police had
But before she died. Inspec-,been called, he stood in the
tor R. C. Swann said she gave doorway, pulled a pistol and
police the u me and descrip- fired three times, hitting Sam
lion of the Alan who had stabbed Howell. 32-year-old white nailer.
tron of 915 Tulley, in the side
BEATEN BY POLICE — John Reed, 19. of 122 Cedar Si,,
Mr. Thompson told officers and back.
last week accused officers iif having beaten him after plahe S8W two men leaving the Howell was one of the men
cing handcuffs on him outside in the underground parking
apartment j1st before he got who yelled at Warren when he
lot, and here he is seen on the day following his arrest.
entered the place the first time.
there.
Ile said officers kicked him in the face. The son of Mrs.
Officers recalled that Mrs.'Officers said it was not a matLucille Mackey, he was originally arrested for disorderly Machin was shot and
seriously ter of the man wanting to be
conduct. Charges of assault and battery and resisting ar- wounded by James
Caldwell in served there and being refused.
rest were added later. He has filed a complaint with the .950, while the two of therm Warren
was arrested along
Memphis branch of the N a
were out riding in the country, with a group of his friends im131MAstWately after -the dsooting.
111Mteitottbding
-i
rimo
la
broug t the woman, He was arraigned on Sunday
hack tituna and *iced her hand his bond set at $500.

combination for the safe.
'Iwo Negro deputies were ficult to locate the car, because
After scooping up the money,
praised by Sheriff William N. it had been placed in a shop
the two fled out the rear. Mr.
Morris and Capt. E. L. Hut- 1 while some work was being
Banks managed to untie himchins early this week for theirdone on it.
self enough to call the police.
part in the arrest of four Per.! On last Friday night, Dets.
While the spree was being
sons accused of committing a Hughes and Whitney spotted
carried out, the men robbed
total of six hold-ups during the Carvin and White riding in an
two Handy Pantry stores in oppast few weeks, including the automobile. The two parked
posite ends of the county.
$2,600 robbery of the Castalia the vehicle and fled on foot,
Arralienment on Monday WS,
Heights apartments office on but were soon captured by Mr.
delayed until two of the ac
Saturday, Jan. 2.
who
Whitney,
Mr.
and
Hughes
cused men could find lawyers
The deputies making the first gave chase.
NEW RULING
Detecwere
arrests in the case
HAD NEARLY $1000
The delay, Judge Beverly
tives George Whitney and Wil- When captured, the '
two men
Boiehe explained, was in ac
lie Hughes.
said to have had nearly
Continued On Page 2
rrested and charged on va- $1,000 in cash on them.
nous counts of armed robbery. Carvin and White reportedly
were George White, 25, of 30471 implicated
the other two men,
implicat
Horn Lake rd.; Edwin Carvin,
and Coleman Was picked up by
29, of 259 Ingle; Willie Lee
M.
• L• J • Distretti and W.
G. WHITNEY
Moore, 1131 Patton, and Leoatra
McGee when he returned home
Coleman of 1778 Keltner CirFriday night. Moore was sr- the same time by Lts. J. L.
de. Apt. 11 .
rested at the corner of McLe- Ammons and W. R. Looney.
Insp. N . E. Zachary and Capt.'
more and Patton streets about
Hutchins, head of robbery cllAside from the money found
visions for the city and county,
on Carvin and White, police
respectively, said four hold-ups
have been unable to find any
were committed by the men in
of the money. Coleman and
the city and two were carried
Moore had no remarkable aoff in the county.
mount of cash on them when
arrested.
OFFICER SAW CAR
The officers said White took
One of the most sensational
part in all six robberies, Carhold-ups commAted during the
vin help commit five, Moore
spree was that carried out at
was in me three, and Coleman
1999 Castalia Heights. ,Two of
participated in only one.
the men came in with, ski-type
citpa covering all but their eyes.
The men said their first chie.
in the case came from Highway
It was the most lucrative part
Patrolman W. C. Tate, who had
G. H. BANKS
of the month, as tenants in the
seen a 1956 Buick in the vicinity
area had just begun to pay ------ -of one of the robberies and jottheir first-of-the-month rent.
constructive work experience.
tAii. down the license number.
After taping up George Banks,,The jot) corps is designed for Baptist churches of Memphis of the world. Because of thc
WI. learning about the robyouth lacking schooling and and vicinity will sponsor the new loeation of the Tea, ex
the veteran manager of the
bery, he passed the information
partments, one of the men skills for jobs.
seventh annual Baptist Inter- hibits, decorations and program
on to city police.
threatened to shoot him in the
WORK-TRAINING P R 0. national Tea next Sunday af- will differ from former years.
J . T. Chandler, chairman of Chairman Emeritus of the
G. W. HUGHES
head if he did not disclose the GRAM: provides work experi- ternoon from 4 to 6.
Insp. Zachary said it was difA new central decorative theme the board of management and Board:
ence and training for youths, The event will be held this will be featured, since all taMilton Thomas, executive sec-i
1965 OFFICERS
16 through 21, enabling them to year for the first time in East bles will be located in the same
.retarv of the Abe Scharff,
stay in or return to school, or Main Hall of the Auditorium hall.
Officers of the Abe Schartl
at
YMCA
honored
were
Branch
The
increase employability.
Branch YM;;A Board for 1965
Contributions to Owen goMain and Poplar Streets.
program will place youngsters The Tea is sponsored for the lege are being received 'through the annual Banquet Sleeting of,
installed by Mr. Johnny
lastrvere
of
Board
Management
the
settlein work in hospitals,
benefit of Owen College, and workers in the various coop- Tuesday night, Jan. 5.
Alexander, General Secretary
ment houses, schools, libraries,
erating
is
churches. The public
over the past six years has
courts, parks and playgrounds.
The meeting held at the Uni-lof the Metropolitan YMCA.
produced more than $35,000 for invited to attend the Tea.
WORK -STUDY PROGRAM: the College. Goal for this year's Rev, B. L. Hooks, pastor of versal Life Insurance company 'These officers are: J. T. Chandprovides part-time employment effort is $10,000.
Greater Middle Baptist church, Cafeteria, also featured the andler, Chairman, Board of Manfor college and university stuMayor William Ingram prais- reeled by the local Urban eteria.
is general chairman of the tea. nual report of Mr. Thomas. Thelagement, A. C. Williams, 1st
80 CHURCHES
families.
showed growth in the ac-,vice chairmar, Dr. Cooper Tayed the Memphis Urban League, League executive secretary, the The anti-poverty program in' dents from low-income
About 80 churches will co- Mrs. Nancy Givands is coor- report
Satureay for sponsoring a suc- Rev. J. A. McDaniel, provided Memphis is still in the planning l On-campus jobs will include overate in the Tea, half of their' dinator of the event, which is tivities of the YMCA branch andllor 2nd vice chairman, Henry
maintenplant
and
for 1964.
L. Jackson, 3rd vice chairman,
cessful two-day Workshop on valuable information on the stage. "This is not a give-away, dormitory
spmsoring tables and exhibits a project of the Baptist Pas-,1 balanced budget
ance, food service, clerical
Poverty and promised to inte-1 number of families here living
About fifty persons including.J. H. Roland, recording secresaid Mayor In- work, library indexing and lab- refresenting various countriestors Alliance of Memphis.
say."
some
as
grate all committees and of- under poverty conditions and gram. "This is one of the best
husbands and wives of Board tary, W. C. Weathers, asst. refice personnel that will be re- the types of projects that are improvement projects ever at- oratory assistance. Off-campus
Members and their guests wereleording secretary, Elder Blair
employment will place students
sponsible for carrying out goy-, being mace available to aid tempted."
T. Hunt, chai-man emeritus
present.
as tutors, youth workers, recreernment-sponsoree anti-poverty them.
MUSIC was furnished by Omar
to
testimonial
plaques,
The
Several speakers gave de- ation leaders and community
IN PLANNING STAGE
projects in this city.
the services of Mr. Chandler Robinson, board member and
explanations of available service aides.
He sat through the final ses-1 The Rev. Peter G. Crawford, tailed
and Mr. Thomas, were present- director of music at Douglass .
o.,n of the workshop held in, minister of Avery Chapel AME anti-poverty projects which inOther projects include Comed by Elder Blair T. Hunt. High School,
Hollis F. Price Library onl Church, presided Friday, and clude:
munity Action Programs, VolTHE PROJECTS
unteers in Service to America,
te LeMoyne College campus. Dr. Hollis F. Price, president
Knoxville
national pool in 1964 and is ex- Nashville, Tenn.;
THE JOB CORPS: provides Adult Basic Education ProNearly 150 citizens attended of LeMoyne and chairman of
pected to received around $50,- College, Knoxville, Tenn.; Phiyoung
morning and afternoon sessions the UL board of directors, residential centers for
gram and Special Programs to
lander Smith College, Little
000 this year.
Friday and almost as many chaired the Saturday session. men and women, 16 through 21, Combat Poverty in Rural AreOther UNCF members in this Rock, Ark.; Tougaloo College,
Participants attended a lunch- in a coorciinated program of ba- as.
were there Saturday.
Nearly 318.000 was raised in , one of the 33 UNCF members, area are Lane College, Jack- Tougaloo, Miss.; Xavier UniThe workstice,. which was di- eon Friday in the LeMoyne cat- ste education, skill training and
OWEN HAS APPLIED
'the annual campaign conducted!received about $47,000 from thelson, Tenn.; Fisk University, versity and Dillard University.
At present, the Youth Work'
Memphis area for the
"'......0141111111110)
Training Program is in the in the
College Fund, acplanning stage for Memphis. United Negro
D. Clark,'
Owen College has applied for cording to George
Jr. who served as general
a Work-Study Program.
The federal government pro- chairman.
vides 90% of the cost of Mr. Clark principal of A. B
these projects and city govern- Hill Elementary School, said a
ments or sponsoring organiza- final report this week showed
tions provide the other 10%. $17,625 raised during November
Featured speakers discussing and December in the 1964 efpoverty and projects being es- fort for UNCF.
tablished to combat it were:
Although the drive fell short
ELMER L. GUENTHER, of the $25,000-4toal, the 1964 givand
Health
ncecutive director,
ings represented an increase of
Welfare Planning Council of 92,496 over the amount raised
Memphis-Shelby County.
for the fund in 1963.
CHARLES FLEER, execuA team of about 50 volunteer.
tive director, Youth Develop- workers solicited businesses,'
ment Program in Memphis.
organizations, clubs and private
L. B. DOW, manager, Ten- citizens in behalf of the fund
nessee Employment Security
United Negro College Fund
Office, Memphis Branch.
is a national fund-raising agenSAMUEL YE'TTE, execucy for 33 private and fully active officer, Public Affairs Dicredited colleges and um iersivision, Office of Economic Op,.cs in the southern states. All
portunity, Washington, D.C.
money raised throughout the
K. B..M. CROOKS JR., asplaced in
McDaniel, executive director of the MemANTI-POVERTY WORKSHOP—Nearly 150
sistant director, Southern Re- Dation for the fund is
phis Urban League; Commissioner Hunter
persons attended the Anti-Poverty Workgional Office, National Urban a pool by UNCF headquarters YMCA OFFICIALS HONORED
J. T.
the branch's recent dinner meeting, sod
in New York City and then diLane, Jr., and Samnel Tette, an executive
League, Atlanta, Ga.
shop held on the LeMoyne campus, and the
seen here congratulating them is Elder
member Chandler. center, chairman of the board
among the
Officer of the Office of Economic Opportuni•
JOHN DYER, assistant com- vided
discussion continues after the speeches are
1. Hunt, pastor of Mississippi Blvd.
Blair
branch
of
Scharff
Abe
the
of
directors
of
in
goal
ty, Washington, D. C., who spoke Friday
missioner, Finance Aominis- schools. The national
over. Seen here, from left, are Mrs. Maxine
Christian church and chairman emeritus of
the YMCA, and Milton Thomas, executive
1964 was $3 million.
Economic
Tennessee
tration,
Memthe
of
afternoon.
(MLR
Photo)
secretary
Smith,
executive
A.
the board. (Hooks Photo)
LeMoyne Cqllege of Memphis, secretary, right, were presented plaques at
Opportunity Authority.
phis branch of the NAACP; Rev. James A.

e

113 tists To Hold'
Tea In Auditorium

aw,

Chandler And Thomas
Honored At Banquet

150 Attend Anti-Poverty
Workshop At LeMoyne

UNCF DRIVE
NETS $11,625

COME IN OR CALL TODAY.......

Freeman Furniture...1940 South Lauderdale...WHitehall 8-2666
0

4
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A Tribute To Negro
'Sam Cooke

OUTLOOK OPTIMISTIC

Auto Industry May
Spearhead '65 Boom
economy as a whole, the spe- as far as the U.S.econo ny is
By CHARLES WEXLER
Personnel Staff Executive cial factors which affect car concerned
and truck sales continue to be "Our industry, together with
Chrysler Corporation
all of its related activities, is
All indications point to 1565 highly favorable.
single
as another healthy year for These include a high auto- probably the largest
tlie U.S. auto industry and fors appage rate, the rapidly-in economic complex in the en
creasing number of in!!'tiple- tire world. It generates more
,sler corporatlon.
As our president, Lynn A. car families, and tile continued economic activity than the na7 twnsend, pointed out, there public fur the variety, quality, tional defense and space esare several concrete reasons and built-in vain* of the auto- tablishmerts combined. It infor the optimism concerning mobiles now being designed volves one in every seven jobs
the automobile industry's pro- and produced by the industry and one in every six businessMany automotive authorities, (5spects in the year ahead.
First, people who buy cars including Townsend, feel that "And when the auto industry
are confident about the future by the end of the present dec- can sell eight million cars per
and are giving every evidence ede and the beginning of the year, it helps the whole counof intending to go on buying next, the number of new cars try to prosper and to stay prosthe U.S. Census Bureau and that will be sold annua ly at perous.
by the University of Michigan retal in the U.S. will be in the "Now at the end of the greatof 10 million est year on record for this,
show more people planning to neighborhood
great industry, we have good
buy new cars in the next 12 units.
months than ever before in his- Townsend recently told the reason to expect even greater
Economic Club of Detroit "Vie opportunities than any we have
tory.
Second, peop!e have more at Chrysler are basing our for- known in the past. We will
to
money to spend than ever be- wird planning for the ?span. have unlimited opportunitiespro,
Lire. Personal income is now shin of all our activities on the expand and improve the
running at an annual Lite of sApeclation that this kind at ducts and services of our own
business organizations.
mote than $500 billion — up growth will take place."
'We will also have unlimitabout $28 billion over what it Ir. that same address, the
opportunities as citizens to
ed
was a year ago. And the cur- Chrysler president summed up
rent rate of personal ii•roine a philosophy which fits ad De- participate in the improvement
of the communities where we
at er taxes, the kind of money tre'ters He said:
people use to buy cars up "Eeing Detroiters we are live or do business."
even more — $30 billion over priv.'eged to be associated di.
redly or indirectly with an inwhat it was a year ago.
Three Wheels
Third, business activity is at dustry that has changcd the
record levels and rising — and face of this continent and set
LONDON — (UPI) — Truck
businessmen are expressing the tempo of expansion :or our
driver Ronald Andrews was
their confidence in the future entire free economy.
not driving down the road with only
with the highest expenditures "We here hi Detroit
on record for plant equipment. likely to toreet that the auto- three wheels on his truck when
Fourth, in addition to all mobile inclestry cames Nose to police arrested him. Andrew
these strong indications of being like the goose in Aesop's was fined $70 for drunken drivfavorable conditions in the fable that hid the golden eggs, ing.

THE OLD AND THE NEW — Carpenters in
Maury City are working rapidly to build a
new house for Rev. and Mrs. Willie Lyons in
Maury City, Tenn., the couple who became
the parents of the state's first quadruplets.
At top is the present home of the Lyons, a
four-room frame building. At bottom car-

penters work on the house being built from
funds to fill the new home was held recently
the country. A bent-fit program to raise
funds to fill the ne whome was held recently
in the Stigall High School in Humboldt. (MLR Photos)

What To Wear
PERLE MESTA, social consultant to the chairman of the
Inaugural Committee, has drawn up a list of "What to Wear
to the Inaugural Activities." It covers every event from the
out-of-doors parade to the inaugural Ball itself.
Receptional for distinguished ladies — street or luncheon
dresses, hats optional.
Democratic dinner and gals — short or long evening dresses; men, black tie.
Govero _es' reception—street or luncheon dresses, hats optional, men, business suit.
Reception honoring the Vice President and Mrs. Hubert H.
Humphrey—formal or semi-formal dresses; men, black tie.
Young Democrats reception and dance — short or long
ev ing dresses; men, black tie.
ainaugural concert — cocktail or evening dresses; men,
black tie optional.
Official Inaugural ceremony — warm outdoor clothes.
Parade — warm outdoor clothes.
Citizens for Johnson — Humphrey cocktail buffet — cocktail or evening dresses ; men, black tie optional.
Inaugural Ball - long formal dresses; men, black tic.

Announcing...
-a

a new insurance service through your
BANKERS FIRE & CASUALTY
INSURANCE COMPANY

A small weekly preinium will give you

cordance with a U. S. Supreme
Court ruling in a Florida case
'Dear Defender:
1 The following poem is a Ut involving a Clarence Gideon,
tle tribute to our friend with who was arrested and then trill*
the "Golden Voice" whom we
without the services of a law—
all loved.
S is for the sLdness he took out yer.
of the soul of many people
The Court subsequently ruled
A is for aches he healed in the that in such cases a man ac; hearts of many creatures
cused of such an offense is enlit is for many ways he told
titled to legal counsel at every
of his feelings
stage of the proceedings.
X is for million cries that came Following the ruling, numer' from all v-ho heard him
ous persons who were sentenced
O is for Liver the sea and around the worlu his voce will to jail without the aid of legal
counsel have appealed for new
always be heard
O is for Oh Lord is he really trials and have been released.
gone?
In the Gideon case, the man
K is to keep him where he be. who sent a handwritten appeal
longs in our hearts and tr.
to the U. S. Supreme Court was
our homes
E is for even now he is Dot given a new trial with the servigone, he is only resting alone ces of an attorney and was acMRS. DOROTHIA KEYS quitted. Ile was accused of having burglarized a pool room.
621 S. Keeler

Take Money, Money
and More Money To
A
•
ttend Inauguration
INAUGURAL ACTIVITIES 1965

Calendar and Information
RECEPTION FOR DISTINGUISHED LADIES
Mon, Jan. 18
National Gallery of Art, 3 to 6 P.M.
By Special Invitation
DEMOCRATIC GALA
Mon., Jan. 18
National Guard Armory, 8:45 P.M.
By Special Invitation
GOVERNORS' RECEPTION
Sheraton-Park Hotel, 3 to 6 P4.1.
Tues., Jan. 19
By Special Invitation
RECEPTION HONORING THE VICE
STARTS SAT. JAN. 18
PRESIDENT-ELECT and MRS. HUBERT HUMPHREY
Tues., Jan. 19
Shoreham Hotel, 6 to 8 P.M.
ONE BIG WEEK! S
$5.00 Per Person
Available to Public
YOUNG DEMOCRATS RECEPTION AND DANCE
Tues., Jan. 19
Mayflower Hotel, t4 P.M to 1 A.M.
$10.00 Per Person
I IT OPENS THE DOOR
Tickets Available Through the Young Democratic
Festivities Committee
TO SIGHTS YOU'VE
,
INAUGURAL CONCERT
NEVER SEEN BEFORE!
Tuesday, Jan. 19
Constitution Hall, 8:30 P.M.
$5.00, $7.50, $10.00, $15.00, $25.00, Boxes (seating 51
$250.00, if Available — Public Sale
OFFICIAL INAUGURAL CEREMONY
Wed. Jan. 2
The Capitol, 11:30 A.M.
By Special Invitation
PARADE
Wed. Jan. 20
1:30 P. M.
$3.50, $5.50, $6.00, 88.00, $1P..00. $12.00, $15.00, Boxes
(Opposite President Reviewing Stand $25.00 per seat
Public Sale
CITIZENS FOR JOHNSON-HUMPHREY RECEPTION
Wed., Jan. 20
International Inn, 7 to 9 P. M.
$10.00 Per Person
INAUGURAL BALL
Wed., Jan. 20
9 P.M.
$25.00 per person, Limited Number of Boxes (seating 8)
A Man Trapped in the
$750.00 — By Special Invitation
Ward of
DALE MILLER, Chairman, Inaugural Committee 1965
Love IMPORTANT NOTICE
Hungry
Admission tickets for all events will be required, checks Women!
or money orders must accompany all applications. However,
kindly make out a seperate check for each event, please do
not make out a single check for your total order. Orders will
be processed on a first-come first-served basis until the capacity of each event has been reached.
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— PLUS —
"THE STRANGLER"

FIRE and LIGHTNING

PAY-AS-YOU-GO-PLAN

S

Get in on this money-saving ufiei
Order now---pay later on regular monthly
payments plan

• WINDSTORM
• EXPLOSION

If you are not completely satisfied with the way
you are now receiving your Tri-State Defender
weekly, here is a-ship by mail plan that will
assure you of your weekly delivery.

• AIRCRAFT
• RIOT
• RIOT ATTENDING
A STRIKE

Get in on it today. .. .
Try it 12 weeks for only

• CIVIL COMMOTION
• SMOKE

.$1.75

1118. W. CAL

• VEHICLES
• HAIL

TSD's Want Ads
Convert Goods To
Cash In A Flash

CONTACT OUR LOCAL OFFICES
District Mgr. L C. Walker
North Carolina Mutual Life Insurance Co.
571 Vance Ave.
Memphis, Tenn.
Phone 525-1721
525-1722

Got a home you want to sell,
an apartment you waist to rent,
or a ear for sale' Do you need
a job?
The Tri-State Defender can
put the buyer in your lap in
almost nothing flat.
It matters not what you wan
to Bell, the TriState Defender
can help you convert the seer
ehandise into cold, green cash
For a special time, the Tri
State Defender is offering a
service to persona who want to,
sell goods or services through
want ads.
The minimem price la IS
cents for two lines a week.
Take advantage of the TSB's
reduced rates by calling Mn.
Velma Hal at $N-AHN er

BANKERS FIRE 81 CASUALTY
INSURANCE COMPANY

NORTH

IIMM=

Recommended ADULT
entertainment!

for loss resulting from

and extended coverage including

Serviced by

S

‘1,4

FRAi4K! STAFTLING!

NEW SUBSCRIPTION
ORDER

AND PERSONAL PROPERTY

•.• •

BOURNEMOUTH, England —
(UPI) — Locksmith Cecil Rudkin worked for an hour trying
to open the jammed lock on a
bank's front door. Of all the people who walked by him on main
street, not one called 'police or
asked why he was trying to get
into the bank
"I think it must be an example
I of the British attitude of not
!interfering with other people,"
the bank manager said later.

The dinner was served buffet
style, and gifts were exchanged
with secret pals. Mrs. Battle,
Dotson was co-hostess for the
dinner with Mrs. Roberts.
On the guest list were Mrs.
Members of the Christian ,Helen Taylor, Mrs. Clara MatService club held their Christ- thews, Mrs. Hattie B. Walton,
mas party on Wednesday night, Mrs. Wilma Sharp, Mrs. ElizaDec. 30 in the home of Mrs.ibeth Lee, Mrs. Jannie Dillion
Ernestine Roberts of 687 Sex- and Charles Braxton, among
ton, and exchanged gifts fol- others.
lowing the photographing of Mrs. Willie Ada Clark is club
the club members
reporter.
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Kindly ship me by mail the Tri-State Defender
weekly to the address below.
To
Address
City

State

NO MONEY NEED BE
ENCLOSED NOW
JUST MAIL TODAY
FOR ONLY $5.00 you can subscribe for the
Tri-State Defender for one year. And for only
$2.50 you can get the Defender for 6 months.

MAIL IN THIS OFFER TODAY
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Fellowships Offered
Chemistry Teachers

[6, 1965

Supreme
ride case
Gideon,
then trill
if a laW-

DEFENDER

Vincent Van Gogh Subject
Of Noontime Book Review
Continuing the ''Luneiting l lowed by Mrs: Muller, Hunter
with Books" winter program at , Lane, Jr.. Walter P. Armstrong,
Cossitt Library on ThUTSdaYt Henry Loeb, Mrs. Bonnie R.
14, will be Mrs. Louis J. Lindsay, Julien J. Hohenberg
"Muller, aasflitant vice president and Walter kl. Simmons.
Those attending the reviews
of First NaticMal Bank.
A long-time and popular re-Iat Cossitt Library will be partiviewer in Memphis, Mrs. hiull-j cipants in a live taping of the
ler will discuss Irving Stone'program scheduled for airing
biography of Vincent Van the same night over WMPS-FM.
It is being sponsored by Southbogh, "Lust for Life."
ern Bell.
Entitled "Downtown Memphis Recommends: Fr,irite Coffee is available for those
Reading for Winter Nights," who like it.
I
, this series presents eight prom1.
ment downtown professional
eivic and business leaders giv- ADEN — (UPI) — A fiveing their suggestions for 'titer- hour fire destroyed a large deeating fireside reading.
partment store and a shop adHerbert B. Moriarty, Jr., be- jacent to a police station in
gan the series and is being fol. tints Arabian seacoast city.

Ten summer fellowships in vided in university residence
chemistry for Negro educators halls or married student apartda will be inaugurated by Western ments on the WMU campus.
N. Michigan university starting Deadline for applications, acJune 21 and continuing through cording to Dr. Meyer, is February 15. Selection of fellowAugust 13.
Financed by a grant from the ship winners will be announced
Charles F. Ketterling Founda- by March 15.
tion, participants will be chosen
from chemistry teachers in predominantly Negro colleges.
Selection of the fellowship
winners will be made by a committee composed of Dr. L, C.
Smith, Central State college;
Wilberforce, Ohio; Dr. A. J.
Van Dyke, Alabama State college, Montgomery. Ala.; Dr.
Kelso B. Morris, Howard uni(NPI)—A federal
versity, Washington, D.C., and ATLANTA,
members of the Western Michi- court has given the state of
gan university chemistry de- Georgia eight months to incl ide
partment headed by Dr. Lillian Negroes on the jury panels of
•
Meyer.
Mitchell County and give a conbourn and Bennie B. Teague. Seated next to Miss Rayboton
LUNCHEON FOR LeMOYNITES Three LeMortne coeds
at
aimed
is
program
The
is Everett D. MeKissie, the Meharry student. Others picvicted Negro a fair trial.
attending Grinnell College at Grinnell, Iowa this semester
helping educators improve their
tured (clockwise) are Robert M. Ratcliffe, Mrs. Velma Menot comply, and a '64 LeMoyne graduate (molted at Meharry Medical
competence and effectiveness If the county does
Leniore, Lionel A. Arnold, Mrs. Althea Price. Dr. Clifton H.
College in Nashville were luncheon guests of LeMoyne durthrough graduate and under- it means that Phil Whitus, who
Johnson, Dr. Hollis F. Price and Dr. Juanita Williamson.
ing the Christmas holidays. The three coeds (foreground),
graduate courses, seminars and has been in jail for six years, left to right, are Misses Claudia B. Walton. Hobble L. Rayall of LeMoyne.
close work with members of will probably go free.
the WMU faculty. Participants Whitus was convicted and senmay also elect courses offered tenced to death on a charge Inby the university's physics and volving the death of a white
mathematics departments.
the town has a large Negro night."
farmer. However, the chief jus- FERRIDAY Ala — (NPI) — cordin5.
FIELD TRIPS
tice of the Georgia Supreme Frank Morris was a Negro. Hel Morris lived in a small build- population, but the Negroes are But Frank Morris is dead,
During the final two weeks Court, has called him innocent.
rear of his mostly silent. There have been and there seems every
had a shop in which he repair-ling attached to the
likeliishop. Awakened by a noise he no civil rights movements in hood that his death will
of the eight-week course, the The killing occurred after the
come
this
ed
the
shoes
of
everyone
in
saw two white men pouring gas. the area, but a number of no nearer solution than any
group will study lecture demon- white man helped Whitus, Leon
of
whites have armed themselves. the atrocious
strations as teaching tools and Davis and two other Negroes Alabama town.
oline around the shop.
racial crimes
make trips to the Upjohn Phar- get their car out of a ditch.
Frank Morris is dead, but be. Morris said he tried to run, Natchez and Ferriday both which are plaguing the Deep
maceutical plant, a group of An altercation followed, and fore he died — of burns which but one of the men forced him have active Ku Klux Klaus, South.
paper mills and essential oil later the white man came to covered 90 percent of his bodyback inside at shalgun point. which have distributed literaindustries in the Kalamazoo Davis' house. Whitus said Davis — he told the FBI a gruesome Then t ame the Ore and ex- ture throughout the country.
Crosses have been burned,
area.
knocked the man unconscious, tale,
a
The stipend for each partici- then forced the other Negroes It all began last Dec. 10 when, Local authorities refused to Negro business establishment
almysterious
week
was
destroyed
by
a
per
was
involved;
$75
play
pant will be
at gunpoint to move him to a a fire and explosion ripped say that foul
lowance, plus an additional al- place where Davis shot him to through Frank's Shoe Shop. A in fact, Mayor L. W. Davis fire, a white moderate was the
travel
dependents,
lowance for
death.
WASHINGTON. (NPI) — New
few minutes later, Morris stum-Isaid: "Don't call it arson. That target of a bomb.
and fees. Housing will be pro- The white population of Mit- bled into a service station alias not been determined.."
Joseph Edwards, a 24-year• York Cilv artist May Stevens
Morris
murover
Why
was
Frank
angered
chell County was
half block away, his clothing l
old Negro motel employee, van- recently exhibited a collection
.dered?
Use killing. All four Negroes afire.
Ished ,n July and is still miss-1 of her paintings, entitled "Free4,500
town
of
this
one
in
charged
with
No
and
arrested
the
were
ing. His abandoned auto %vital dom Riders" at the AFL-CIO
An attendant put not
headquarters here.
flames, and Morris was taken just across the Mississippi Itiv• found in Ferriday.
murder.
never,to a hospital, where he lived for er from Natchez seems to know. l'eople
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
and
Negro
white
In a county which has
four days. Before he died, lie Morris had never been known liked Morris. The assistant dis-i has said that her work "gymhad Negroes on grand juries reportedly told his story to the to take part in civil rights ac- trict attorney, Roy S. Malcomb,' bolizes the new-old struggle of
or trial juries, Davis and Whitus FBI, which made a tape re- tivitieT.
,said: "My 10-year-old daughter ' the Negro people for dignity
went to trial and were sentenced
prayed for that Negro every'and freedom."
An Avon Representative to death. The other two pleaded
terms.
'under price et
in your Neighborhood.. guilty and were given life
horn* delivered
Be a part of the Wonder- Plates Theft
intfk
SPECIAL RATES FOR
ful World of Cosmetics.
GRANGE PARK, England —
HOME OWNERS & PROFESSIONAL WORKERS.
each time you buy 2 half-garlons 01
\
(UPI) — James Hutchings, 19,
The World's Largest
SAVE UP .TO 351
had an unusual hobby. He colli mum
')eductible Collision & Comprehensive
Cosmetic Company
1
$619
6:00
lected number plates from train
illmeeme
Fire Insurance on Furniture, $5000 for
locomotives.
PHONE
Fire Insurance on Dwelling, $10,000 for
He already had 50 plates when
AT YOUR FOOD STORE
275-4136 — 525-0200
'Iospital Insurance, S15.00 per day with $300.00 "5.52
police caught him trying to steal
* •.itgery benefits, per month
5.40
272-2042
two more. He was fined $84 in
3,
1%-ri
FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE
court.
HOME VISITS DAY OR NIGHT
CA L
shone 526-2381
L
635 Mississippi Ave.

U.S. Court
Orders Mixed
Jury Trials
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MEN'S WEAR

Ala. Officials Ponder Over Burning Of Negro

Artist Shows
Freedom Works

AN. 16
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NOW 20% OFF
SPECIAL GROUPS Up To 50% OFF
Shirts
Pajamas
Robes
Sport Shirts
Jackets
Sweaters
AD Weather Coats

WANTED NOW

ty

SAVE 8o*

AUTO LIABILITY $59.46

MIDWEST MILK

Top Coats
liuusers

NOW 20% OFF
HATS
Special Group
50% Off

SHOES
Odds & Ends
Orig. '11" To 519"
Now s16" To s24"

CART HOME SAVINGS!

ADKINS INSURANCE AGENCY
Und•twrit•ts for the Continent's! Casualty Co.
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CHARGE ACCOUNTS INVITED

411 (What else that costs so little helps you do so much?)

fender

or only

g9 South Main

Your phone.
For -you.
So you can express yourself.
And make plans. ,s4woif
And change them at the last minute.
And find out things.
And pass the word along.
And stay in touch.

at will

for the

BEASLEY.JONES • RAGL4ND

1

CLYDE TURNER
Presorts

kDULT
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SUNDAY, JANUARY 31, 8 P.M.
ELLIS AUDITORIUM MUSIC HALL
Main Floor and First Balcony $5.00
3rd Balcony $2.50
Top Balcony $1.75
TICKETS ON SALE AT THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER 236 S. WELLINGTON JACKSCN 6-11391 •
Box Seats $6.00
2nd Balcony 54.00

Southern Bell
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lees" bad been presented by th
Justice Departm •nt requirin
the session. He said the sessio
'would probably last until Fr.
Ida v.
He also told Ciem to "lay a
events at their last meet
JACKSON, Miss., (UPI) — A federal grand jury , ed.
ing—a stormy one, and a reel
reconvened to hear fresh evidence in the slaying of Since the jury's last meeting., ence to a squabble that devel
t oped when U. S. Attorney fir
government sources
three civil rights workers mat summer. Assistant U.
el- ert Hauberg declined to sign
S. ported that strong new have
evidence
Attorney General John Our arrived unannounced
dietments returend by the pane
to has been uncovered in the cut. in
another matter. Cox cited
assist in the government's case.
Cox told the jurors "a vain- Hauberg and
acting U. S. Attv
The evidence to be consider- ,
ty of matters" would be pre- Gen
Nicholas Katzenbach fo
ed by the 23-member biracial rth other departmeni officials sented during the week. He said contempt.
A final decision it
jury includes at least one al- fore the jury was reconven- certain "facts and drcanIstao-,still
pending in that case.
leged confession and possibly
two according to some sources.
The grand Jury was reconvened by U. S. District Judge Haro!d Cox who told the jurors,
including a Negro housewife,
not to be influenced by any
"clamor or bowl" from outside
sources In their deliberations.
The same jury met in Biloxi
last September to consider FBI
evidence in the murders of Andrew Goodman, Michael Schwerner and James Chaney. The
panel declined at the time to
return indictments, reportedly
by a narrow margin.
Dcar, recently named to succeed Burke Marshall as head
of the civil rights division of
the U. S. Department of Justice, entered the courtroom

yings

MID SOUTH FURNITURE STORE
215 McLemore

948-8467

The MID SOUTH'S JANUARY SPECIAL
NO DOWN PAYMENT

THE ELDERLY REMEMBERED — Mrs.
Bessie Stewart ,seated on front row at right,
always remembers the elderly members of
her community and other areas each Christmas and sees that they enjoy a good holiday
dinner at her home at 1897 Farrington Ave.
While this group was there, Rev. D. Herring, standing at right, came by and offered

prayer for them. Standing at left is Derek
Moseley, who like Rev. Herring, is a member of the Mallory Knights Charitable Organization. Some of the young people on the
photograph accompanied their elderly relatives to Mrs. Stewart's home. (Withers'
Photo)

UNIFORMS
Lishor Aeard, Deageneey
/nether of Otero.
NV
Allulonery,
Prey./ Pond
Nylon, Dotson, Cotton.
Poplin. 5/lio. 3 to 32
Long,Shod and 3.4 Sleeve*
liteit1 rep MIAS
OISAlillAT1014
Lowest Primo Available

MOTE FOR FREE CATALOG *7

SPRINGER FASHION UNIFORMS
7011151..5.4
NI 2,O.C.

Waist.

"(Mk
YOUNGSTERS NOT FORGOTTEN — Members of the Mal.
lory Knights Charitable Organisation paid their Christmas
visit to children in the Frank Tobey Memorial Hospital
for Children and cheered them up with presents of various
kind. The delegation from the organization included Rev.

AS Whttokon St., I.W.
Aileete 3. OweVia

COME IN
AND LET US
COMPLETELY
FURNISH
YOUR HOME

The
ding w
bride's
sole,
bodice.
caught
ried a
ith y
v,orc a

D. E. Herring, Jr., president; Mrs. Minnie M. Wright, secretary; Mrs. Louise White, assistant secretary, and Harry
Strong, founder. A visit was also made to Juvenile Court.
(Withers Photo)

The •
yellow
shoes
(-rebid

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE

"YOUR

JANUARY V, 28
Orientation and Testing of
New Students
Registration of Advanced
Students

Thomas I. Willard,
Dean-Registrar
370 So. Orleans St.
Ph. 525-1373

Company Makes What You A sk
Croat., What You Think Of"

For

And

• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM

MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY

SEE US
PLEASE TO SERVE
LOCAL PEOPLE
HOME OPERATED
HOME OWNED
525-7611

527-8581

DIXIE FINANCE COMPANY
152 Madison Ave.
161 5e. Main It.
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receive
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Mitchel
Delta S
YWCA
Teens
Mitchel
The
and 51
Ca mde
Arkans
string i

GREETINGS TO OUR MANY FRIENDS
AND BEST WISHES IN THE YEAR AHEAD
A bright new year looms before US ... and we
sincerely hope that it brings success to you,
and your loved ones in every field of endeavor.
We are grateful for your kind patronage in the
past and look forward to serving you in the future.
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WASHINGTON — (ANPI) — or considerable cash for "hurry ter coats are need.,11 or it they could, as many suit, sdin the VIP circle at the Capitol.
Whet will It take to be "in on up" dry cleaning.
could be unseasonably warm. lip to see the Parade. On the Finally, only political pull wit'
Our lady will need clothes In which case, she'll need a other hand, they can also pay get them in:o the Citizens for
everything during the Inaugo
anywhere from $3.50 to $25 each Johnicn•Ilumphrey Reception
ration? Pots of money, lots of for receptions( dinner gowns, hiller coat,
before the Ball.
pull" and plenty of physical a cocktail dress, several chic The sad truth is that every-Jor a seat.
so
be
will
that'
thing
crowded,
someThe largest outlay of cash It -Mist he assumed that peo
shoes,
of
lots
hats,
and
stamina,
when4 ple who have made it over the
actually she could probably comes
cafnabunleovuesr fporredtichte
Start!:othnieng
with the money
wear a burlap shift and never the coupl. attends one of thr: twin hilrdles of cash outlay and
M. and Mrs. inaugural Visitor
r or this political pull, have plenty of
I•. '
weather. Ise noticed, but no woman four Inaugur
January
leave home, they've got a lot ington s
would believe this.
'privilege they will pay $25 stamina. They will need it. The
of spending to do. In the first There may be piles of snow,
IWO, when heavy win- Once our couple arrives und.e4ch. The last of the big tirie scheduled events are light years
place, they must make and as in
unpacks, .the money b(-.1Is to spenders will pay $750 for a away. All will he crowded. Al
pay for their hotel reservations
will be running behind sche,td. faster. The outlay in tax0box seating eight persons.
in advance, by January 4. Rebe ast-cnomical.' No matter how much mo- dule. All will require hours of
fares,
servations must be for four
r and Mrs. standing . . . in new shoes, new
Nearlyathe e &eV. .1.11%e nes they
day period, at a minimuin of
sIrep Price tai.s atta...hed to,
:isitor will still miss out n clothes, and heavy coats. Tax$19 a day.
sonic event:;, unless ;hey hsie icabs will be at a premium,
This does not include meals
I Toe reception honoring lots of 'pull." It takes just that. the weather will probably be
of course, and they'd better not
'11- -to attend the January 18 re- bad, and the food certainly wilf
‘i•-• P..csiticut and NI
on filngcout
up on any of
19, sudI ception, or Distinguished La- Only couples in top financial,
hert Dunirt ley on
I the lid-bits served at the retrocoat them five dollars each, dies, et; the Democratic Gala political and physical condition
!lions. Even if these refresh- Members of the Golden Cir• Young Deiiiht...ats Recep that nThlit, featuring- the na- need apply. P.S. Before gou
meets are edible, tlw crush will cle Sial club held their an- rsOli a4nd Dance that
terve toe n, you'd better check
Atli lion', top entertainers.
be stt great that our couple nual Christmas dinner at the come to ten d•Olars eadi
Without the right conne....ons the back of your invitation. One
may never reach the tables. ..;Universal Life insurance .com- l;IL, yid rathei attend tile they aren't ping ti get into Washingtonian, wife lof a hardThen there are the clothes. Ipany cafeteria recently, and the Inaugural Concert on January:the Governors' Reception on working Democratic campaigilThe man may get by with a'guest slwaker was Jesse Tur- 19, they can pay anywhereguesday flilti.
es% was feeling pretty -sat 1.41
couple of dark suits and some- ner, president of the Memphis from five to twenty-five dollars On Wednesday, they can over her Inaugural Ball invithing formal for the Ball. On'branch of the NAACP.
each for, their tickets. Or if Mrjoatch the Inaugural cerersoay tation, until she turned it over.
Price, President of Le Moyne College, Miss the other hand, if the weather 1 The honored guest was Miss
and Mrs. Visitor really wanton television with the rest of There one the back were the
• Geraldine Gray, adviFcr, -Elder _Blair T. is sloppy, whatever he wears
to smog they can purchase a:the country. However, if they're words: "Souvenir only. This
Rant and Miss Erma Lee Laws, sponsor, will get splashed in the streets,;Carla Allen, winner of the "Miss box, seating five for $250.
'really "in" they will be invIt. invitation does not admit you
Memphis Co-Ettes. (Withers Photo)
so he really ought to ligure on'Social Belle" title in a control On Wednesday, January 20,1 ed to ss itness the proceedings to the Inaugural Pall."
an extra outfit for emergencies sponsored by the NAACP.
-

'Golden Circle
Club Members

T
7

.•••1111
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So You Are Planning To Attend Inauguration
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W

to-Erns PRESENT $500 TO UNCF—
Priscilla Marr, president of the Memphis
Co-Ettes is shown presenting a check for
9500 to George D. Clark, chairman of the
UNCF Drive. Also shown are: Dr. Hollis F.

Anderson, Mrs. Lydia M. Sim- J. Martin, Roosevelt Bonmon,
mons and Mrs. Ann L. Weathers Mrs. Reggie Wash, Booker T. Wash, Melvin Wash, Mrs. tutu
and children.
' Other guests were M-s. Es- B. Cole, John E. Cole, Mrs. Antella Plaxico, Mrs. Florence nie Bell Booker, Miss Clara M.
'Taylor, Mrs. Alfonzo Plaxico.Sanders, Arthur Douglas Sand
COUNTRY STYLE
The New Hope Baptist church; They included Misses Bc:nice the;bride, gave her away. Mrs. and L. C. Jones, Wynne, Ark.: crs, Tyree McKinney, Jesse
in Earle, Ark., was the setting Ratliff, Chicago; Dixie Ma •! and Weaver played the traditional Mrs. Curley Johnson, Mrs. Ruby .Sanders, Jerry Sanders, M
PARTY CATERING TO CLUBS & THE GENERAL PUBLIC
Johnson, Mary E. Miller.
for the Christmas Eve wedding;Bettye Jean McKinney of Earle, "Wedding March," and Mrs. Bratcher, Joseph D.
Love and Allen Johnson of Poplar And Mr. and Mrs. Clint Gorof Miss Barbara M,:Kinney and sisters of the bride; Charlie Emma Lee Wilson sang
PRIVATE DINING ROOM AVAILABLE
Bluff, Mo.; and Mrs. Estella don, Mrs. Armazell Cogdell,
Mae Weathers, Memphis; Tan- You Truly."
Jimmie Fort Jr.
LucJeannette
Miss
and
Lucas
Bell
Willie
Horace
Mrs.
Massey,
Mrs. Ann L. Weathers was in
The bride is the daughter of ya Thornton, Helena, Ark.; and
Mr & Mrs John Currie Prop
Harris, Miss Bettye Jean Mccharge of the reception at the as of Helena, Ark.
Mrs. Florence Weaver McKin- Clara Sanders of Earle.
Jimmie
Mrs.
and
Mr.
And
ney and the late Mr. Marshall Miss Willistine McGee, a home and Mrs. Ruby Johnson
and Miss Dixie Mac
948-9289
560 E. TRIGG AVE.
Fort. Sr., Mrs. Pearlie :fort, Kinney
McKiri ey of Earle. She is a member of the staff of Arkan- Bratcher was incharge of the
McKinney
Fort
James
Fort,
Mary
Miss
graduate of Arkansas AM & N sas AM & N college, was the dinner.
and James Ray Robinson, CamCollege at Pine Bluff where she maid of honor.
GUESTS FROM MEMPHIS den; Miss Willistine McGee,
THE ESCORTS
received a degree in business
Other Memphians at the wed- Pine Bluff, and Miss Tanya
education.
James Ray Robinson of Cam- ding were Mrs. Emma Gilmore,.
Thornton, Texarkana, Ark.; and
Mrs. Fort is a member of the den, Ark., was best man. Ush-1 Mrs. Foster Johnson, Mrs. Ida
Mr. and Mrs. Charles R. McMitchell High school faculty, ers and escorts were Charles Herenton, Mrs. Selena Jackson,.
Kinney and family, and Mrs.
Delta Sigma Theta sorority, the McKinney of Chicago, and Ty- Miss Charlie Mae Weathers,
Bernice Ratliff and family, Chi- I •
YWCA and co-sponsor of the Y- ree McKinsey, of Pine Bluff.' Mrs. Einina Lee Wilson. Booker
cago.
Teens and the Business club at brothers of the bride; Joseph
T. McChriston, Mrs. Alma W - Earle guests were Mrs Alice
Mitchell.
D. Joimson,.1.incoin University.
The groom is the son of Mr. Jefferson City, Mo., cousin el
and Mrs. Jimmie Fort, Sr., of the bride; Melvin Wash, Arthur
Camden, Ark., and a junior at Sanders, .lesse Sanders, John
1397 SO. BELLEVUE
Arkansas AM & N College maj- Edison Cole, Horace Harris,
Booker T. Washington and L.
oring in mechanical arts.
245 SO. PARKWAY W.
C. Jones.
BRIDE GOWN
Flower girls were little MissThe color scheme for the wed460 E. McLEMORE
Constance Lynn Ratliff, Chiding was white and yellow. The es
niece of the bride, and
bride's gown was of peau de cago.
PRICES GOOD JAN 14 15, 16, 18, 19, 20 — EVERYDAY EXCEPT SUNDAY
Fort, Camden ,sister
soie, made with a tight fitting Pearline
of the groom. The bride's train
bodice. Her veil of tulle net wasl
by little Miss Jeanine
caught up with a rose. She car- was held
1 Simmons, of Memphis.
ried a bouquet of white orchids,
FIRST CUT
The bride's grandmother, Mrs.
with yellow satin ribbon, and,
Weaver, . wore white
wore a single strand of pearls]Creacy
WITH
with-an orchid corThe seven Wales maids- wore peas de-soie
4 Lb.
THIS
Yellow dresses with matching sage.
Limit
COUPON
shoes and gloves, and carried' Her mother, Mrs. McKinney,,
erchid wrist hand corsages.'and her three sisters, Mrs. Ectella Plaxico of Wynne; Mrs.
I orky Johnson of Poplar Bluff,
.i and Mrs. Lettie Letitia
Mo.,
Poston of Memphis, all wore
de sole
Solve Your Problems ' floor-length yellow peau
.dresses with white orchids and
Lb
With a Small, Low Cost ithite accessories.
MINISTERS
Real Estate Loan
The ceremony was performed
Jake Terrell, pastor
60 Flat Monthly Payments hy Rev.
of the church, who was assistApolox.
ed by Elder G. A. Evans of
SLICED
Mn.
Memphis, a friend of the famBREAKFAST
Lb.
Lbs
Get—
Payments ily.
Alonzo Weaver, Jr., cousin
$ 500.00
$ 12.90
$1,000.00
23.70
$1,500.00
$ 34.50
$2,000.00.....-45.50
$2,500.00
S 56.20
S5,000.00
$110.82
1954 CHEVROLET
WITH

Miss Barbara Lucille McKinney
Is Bride Of Jimmie Fort, Jr.

ZANZIBAR LOUNGE

FINE HOME COOKED MEALS— — DAILY —

*

See Yourself As He
Sees You

•

NEED MONEY?

FOR SALE

Step-Van
Can be used
furniture
Good

Be Wise! Choose

State Sayings Bank
72 MADISON
Dial JA 6-0637
ANY TIME 24 HRS. A DAY
"It's Better to
Bnrrow At a Bank''

Truck.
for hauling
& etc.
buy.

In a Wig Warn
Wig, Natural
Human Hair
The Elegant
Touch of
Beautiful
styling to
the Pleasing ,
Way of the
Customers.
Is the Wish
of Each
14"Plie**0
Sale Made
Phone Your Information on Credit,
Ahead of Time, And Pickup Your Wig
on Arrival.

Our Business is Promptly
Satisfying the Customer

Call
JAckson 6-8397
Whittier Sengstacke, Sr.

1964 CHEVELLE
1962 FORD
1962 CHEV.
1962 CHEV.
1963 CHEV.
1953 FOR411/
1961 CHEV.wagon,

8 Cyl., PG., R.H., One Owner

Fairlane A Or., Autom., R.H.

$2295
$1295
s1495
$1395
$1695
$395
S1095

Impala 4 Or., 6 Cyl., R.H.. P.C.

Belair 4 Or., 6 Cyl., Stra. Drive, "Economy" Yes

Good Second Car

6 Pass.

6 Cyl

R.H., P.C.

NO MONEY DOWN
IF YOU QUALIFY
EASY TERMS

CHEV.
HOEHN
323-5594
3989 SUMMER AVENUE

ORK CHO

BACON STRIPS smiohked il

10'
HITING FIS

RIB TIPS

GROUND BEEF
PAN SAUSAGE

OX TAILS
STEW MEAT
SHORT RIBS
HOG MAWS

3
3
3
5
5
3

LBS

3

THIS
COUPON

EGGS
FLOUR

LBS.
LBS

5 Lb 1
Limit

rA . Med.
Omega

Lb

10

6

LBS.
LBS $

3 DOZ.
10 LBS.

H u nt s 88 FFFOR0:
COMATO PASTE Hunts
TOMATO SAUCE
CORN Pride of III. 303 Cans 6 FOR
6 FOR
MACKREL

LBS
LBS
LBS

8

BEEF TRIPE
HAm

SUGAR
OLEO solids

LBS

LBS

BACON

Monza, 2 Dr., R.H., 16,000 Miles

DAYS
A
WEEK

• OPEN

HAM SHANKS
IAMB STEW

O.K. USED CARS
OVER 200 IN STOCK

7

THRIFT
TRAY PACK
SLICED

Lbs
Just

.
s
b
L
Neck Bones 10
o‘i 39'
SYRUP
MEMPHIS WIG WAM TIDE
99'
.t.'..0144009tarritvis—s-s— stIk.

! This Coupon Is Good For 55" Off
On Any Wig Purchased During
January

NO MONEY DOWN
MONTHS TO PAY

MEATYLEAN

BROWN LABEL
BRER RABBIT
3 LBS • 13 OUNCES
115 JAR

KING SIZE

94 SO. MAIN

525-1433

5 Lb

4 Ounce
Boo

0
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A great outburst of
cisms greeted Nigeria's first
national election since she became independent in 1960.
American newspapers in unprecedented unison voiced their
alarm over political party
squabbles that threatened to
mar the scheduled Nigerian
elections.
It is amazing how quick
Americans are at finding fault
with the newly independent African states. Even when the difficulties are those that dog the
steps of older and more experienced Western constitutional
governments, the critics conveniently avoid making the parallel.
There is nothing unusual
about political parties accusing
their rivals of duplicity, improper election procedures,
fraudulent use of the ballot box
and improper registration.
Such charges are common to
American politics.
Yet, when these irregularities
occur in Africa, their causation
is given a different hue by the
ex-colonial masters. They ask
the question: Can democracy
work in Africa? They are saying that the Nigerian campaign
has severely strained the tenuous ties that hold together the
country's population of 55.6
million — the largest in Africa.
One newspaper stated boldly:
"Democracy Faces Test as Nigerian Vote Nears." Another
commented that "Domestically,
Nigeria has shown promise of
setting an example for the other
new nations of Africa because
of its progress toward free and
stable self-government."
The editors, however, weren't
satisfied with this assessment.
They had to qualify it with a
slap saying, that Nigeria was
"going partly on the momentum
of the shove Great 'Britain gave

School Issues
There is a reasonable certainty that appropriations for education will be one of the essential priorities on the agenda of
the state legislatures which will
soon convene.
The school-age population (5
to 17) is still rising according to
a Special Report on Educational Affairs. The estimate for
1965 is 50 million — up 6 million in the last five years.
The legislators will be faced
with the stern necessity of allocating more money to cope
with the need, recently noted
by President Johnson, for 400,000 new classrooms in the next
five years, for 800,000 new
teachers, and for improved
teacher salaries to attract qual-

this former colony toward freedom." In other words, this African country which holds the
prospect of becoming one of the
last symbols of democracy, is
too devoid of political know-how
to rule itself.
A week or so ago, Jaja Wackuku, Nigeria's representative at
the United Nations, was said tc
have spoken like a world statesman when he flayed his brother
Africans at the UN for their
criticism of the American-Belgian rescue mission in Stanleyville. They regarded the parachuting of white troops on the
rebel headquarters as an undue
invasion of a foreign soil.
The Western powers praised
Wachuku to the highest. They
said that he could match wit
and intellect with the best of
the Western diplomats at the
UN. It was obvious then as it
is now that these adulations
stemmed from the fact that
Wachuku had sided with the
West in giving humanitarian
grounds as the rational for the
rescue mission in the course of
which some 2,500 innocent native Congolese were slaughtered.
Nigeria, in the light of its
spokesman, was last week a
shining exemplar of a well governed nation with a deep sense
of its international responsibilities. But today, white America
has changed its mind. Nigeria's
internal political troubles are
now being used as a measure
of the African nation's ineptitude in the science of government.
We are repeating what we
said when Mr. Wachuku found
it expedient to join the Western camp in criticizing the African delegates who stood by
the Congo. "Africans must
stand together, if they hope to
gain respect and consideration
from the white world."

which
received an overwhelming approval of the California electorate at the Nov. 3 election, is the
subject of a legal brief challenging the constitutionality of
the Proposition.
The National Association for
the Advancement of Colored
People, through its attorney,
has filed the action on behalf
of a Negro tenant threatened
with eviction.
Proposition 14, which became
law last month, invalidates an
open occupancy ordinance and
gives property owners absolute
discretion to refuse to sell, rent
or lease to any person for ant,
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Nigeria's Plight
criti-

Jackie
Robinson
Says

All we know about what has
happened and what is going on
in the Congo is what we read
in the newspapers. It is only
natural, therefore, that many
of us were deeply concerned
about the stories of the antiwhite brutalities attributed t o
the Congolese.
Since w e agree with Adlai
Stevenson—who seemed to be
taking a page from Martin Luther King's book—that a black
supremacy is as bad as a white
supremacy and that black brutalism is no more desirable than
white bestiality, we were hungry for the truth.
We had a talk with a very
important African visitor recently. We dare not mention his
name for he is in such a position where expression of certain opinions could jeopardize
him seriously. . Hut we believe
him to be both an honorable
and a truthful man.
We asked our friend why the
Congolese were committing such
awful crimes. The answer w a
that the violence is the logical
reaction outgrowth t o crimes
which have been committed
against the Congolese for many,
many years. He gave me an example which will surely turn
the stomach of any decent human. Here is the story.
An African, whose wife was
having a child, tailed to show
up for work because delivery
was coming hard and he remained at his wife's bedside to comfort her. His "master" questioned him about his absence,
the m a n explained an d was
thrilled when the "master"
showed an Interest and asked
that the baby be brought to him.
The "master" took t h e baby,
held it by its feet and then tossIt to his dogs who instantly
sprang upon the child and killed it.
This is not a tale out of the
dark past. Nor is it any more
extreme than many of the sadistic wrongs which have visited upon the people of the Congo.
My visiting friend went fur-

ther. He said that the people of
the Congo a r e seething with
fury, not only because of the
injustices done them, but also
because they have a strong empathy with the American Negroes who have been brutalized
in Birmingham. in Mississippi—
an over the South.
"Before condemning the Congo rebels, why don't y o u doli
something to clean up the mess
of civil rights in America?"
I certainly didn't have to ask
what methods he would advocate.
I asked my friend what justiMallon he could give tor the
murders ot white missionaries.

Were they n o t messengers of
mercy, seeking to do good for
the Congolese. 1 he reply was
that although the missionaries

were helping I would be appaled if I realized how many white
mereenaries were racist, white
South Africans and some Belgians who, with Nazi-like methods, h a a indiscriminately
ilaughtered thousands of black
A tricans.

"Y o u r controlled American
press has not told the whole story," my friend charged. "Did
YOU know that t h e hostages
slain by the Congolese were
slain only after the invasion and
that the Americans were attacked with even more hatred and
vigor than were the Belgians?"
"sour plight is our plight,"
my friend continued. "We were
not t h e ones w h o started a
chain o f events which could
lead to a war of black against
white all over this world.
"Whether you agree with me

o r not," h e concluded, "you
must admit in all honesty that
America does not come into
court with clean hands—thee
she is making a mockery of her
mission to lead the free world
and to help black people in Africa when she can allow
churches to be bombed, leaders
to be murdered and the bombers and murderers allowed to
go free under the law."
To this we had to say
"Amen r
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WASHINGTON
— MARCH OF EVENTS
By HENRY CATI1CART

S.

LBJ Points The Way
..WASHINGTON
President
Johnson's blueprint for re-shaping the federal government is
still a few weeks in the offing.
It will be contained in the three
messages which a president annually submits to the Congress.
plus a fourth—his inaugural
address.
The latter is expected to be,
by tradition, the broad outline
of h i s hopes, aspirations and
goals during h 1 s term in the
White House. Here, he probably
will place greatest emphasis on
his move toward the "Great
Society."
The other three messages —
the State of the Union, Budget
and Economic Report—will contain the real meat of his immediate program, Including a general outline of h I s legislative
program, his approach to forlinnIrc and his views on
economic trends in the U. S. and
what to do about them.

eign

Johnson has often characterized himself as a liberal in terms
of human needs and a conservative in financial matters. The
sum total of his messages will

demonstrate how successful he
has been in striking a compromise between these two obviously clashing terms.
Johnson's financial conservatism will best he demonstrated
in the size of the spending budget he proposes. He's working
tor—and most people believe
he'll succeed—holding this lir.

ure' below $100 billion.
On the revenue side, he'll probably program a deficit of seviisk
ral billion dollars—far less the?.
the $11 billion-plus deficit originally planned for t h e present
fiscal year.
His consideration of human
needs will show up in the anti- 1
poverty progr a m. Here his
modest requests will fall short
of what many in the social welfare field deem minimum.
As to the economic message,
it may contain some surprises.
It will hold out hope for continuation of t h e unprecedented
four-year period of uninterrupted prosperity, but for the first
time in recent years will raise
warning signals about the need
to be prepared for some econ
mic slippage.
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JACKSON
By C. A. AGNEW
GOODMAN
The Civic Pride Club has en.
By Mrs. Pearleane Billingslea JoYed a series of meeting during
We were all thankful as we the holiday season.
enjoyed the watch night serv- Mrs. Howard Daniel opened
ice at Goodman Baptist Church, the meeting when she hosted the
, Rev. E. V. Bonnett delivered the rtub in the home of Mrs. Louise
'
441, message.
P rether at 1106 North Hays Ave.
Last rites for the late Julius A deicious Thanksgiving menu
Cesar Falls, af, were held last
7 was served while the businessi
Thursday at Mt. Moriah Baptist was centered er:4iiid ways amt
'Church. Eulogy was by Rev. J. means of giving aid to the quad.
M. Kimble of Indianola. He is ruplets born to Rev. mil Mrs.
survived by two sons, 12 grand- Lyons of Haury City, Tenn.
children, and other relatives.
Burial was in the church ceme- Mrs. Willie Bullock Spotsville
of Evansville, Ind., visited the
tery.
Mrs. Bessie Pickens, Mrs. club at this meeting. Mrs. Mary
Mary tledd, and Mrs. l'earleane Blair, president gathered at the
church home of Miss Ora Ellington at
attended
Billingslea
services at Durant Baptist 719 East Baltimore St. for a deChurch the first Sunday, Rev. lieinus Christmas dinner. At this
H. Johnson of Kosciusko, pas- meeting all members exchanged
Christmas gifts and "Secret
tor, preached.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie II, Smith Pals" were unveiled.
and baby of Waterloo, Iowa,. The hosteses presented each
were visited by their aunt, Mrs, member with a lovely gift.
Members gathered at the
J. Leflora, last weekend.
home of Mrs. Gertrude Tyson,
12i Hale St., on Dec, 28, 1964,
where the hostess combined
club meeUng with entertaining'
JOHNSON CITY
old and dear friends.
By CORTLANDR. RHEA
The city schools have reopen- Visitors included Mr. and Mrs.
scIIWE1tNER
GOODMAN
CHANEY
aerth eGis Sr.,SLro.0 e rG
ed following the expiration of tRroubdertrLee
Louise
Mud.
JACKSON, Miss. — (UPI) — An "integrated" They said regardless of her nilthe Yuletide season.
Elder Bragg conducted the Cr,, Mrs. Ernest Golden, all of federal grand jury will reconvene Monday to hear ad- log, the government would have
to obtain an indictment from a
services at Mt. Olive Baptist Jackson, Miss.; Julia Parker of
Church on the afternoon of Dec. Chicago and Dr. and Mrs. Wil- ditional evidence in the slaying of three civil rights federal grand jury.
13. Rev. S. N. Rogers is pastor. liam Calhoun of Seattle, Wash. workers last summer — possibly including an alleged
The bodies of the three civil
The Echoes of Zion rendered Mrs. Tyson was attired in a confession by one of the suspects. The jury's sole Ne- rights workers — Andrew Good.
white
of
faille
becoming
suit
Friendat
program
a musical
' man and Michael Schwerner,
two white New Yorkers, and
ship Baptist Church on the after- and was ably assisted with en- gro member is a cook from the
tertaining her guest by Mrs. Gulf Coast.
rence Rainey and Deputy Price James Chaney, a Negro of Her.
noon of Dec. 20.
Mr. and Mrs: Hugh Blanding Earl Shaw, levly wife of one of The 23-member panel was or- — were arrested on civil rights idlan, Miss. — were found undered by U.S. District Judge charges by the FBI Dec. 4 at der an earthen daft on a farm
of Detroit spent their Christmas Jackson's leading morticians.
vacation with her parents, Mr. Miss Brenda Monroe, attrac- Harold Cox to report to the fed- Philadelphia, Meridian, and outside Philadelphia last Augof
ust. 'they had been missing
and Mrs. William Davis, here live an dtalented daughter
Rev. and Mrs. W. M. Monroe, oral building in downtown Jack- Gulfport. Nineteen were ac- since June 21 when they came
in the city.
no
indication
son.
There
was
piano.
guests at the
cused of conspiring to violate to the East-Central Mississippi
The Pro-To-Club sponsored entertained
Class Isaac how long the session might last
the civil rights of the three town to investigate a Negro
their post Christmas party at Private First
.taU. S. Army
uh
rcabFburning.
or how many witnesses would slain youths and the other two cLT
the Holiday Inn on the night of Taylor of the
Washington
'tioned at Fort Lewis
gad that Deputy
Dec. 28.
be callec.
were charged with lesser ofrecently
with
The Senior choir and gospel spent several days
fense, failure to report a felony. Price unlawfully arrested them,
not
The
judge's
order
did
Mrs.
and
held them in jail and then
choirs of Thankful Baptist thaeis
specify
what was to be con- rfew days later, U.S. Com- Joined nine others in the actual
iered at
';e
111 :t
trie
Taylor at
Church sponsored a Christmas
the closed-door sea- missioner Esther Carter start- slaying. The 2I were arrested
Jackson,
in
musical program on the night
sion and the Justice Depart- led government attorneys by reof Dec, 27.
Mrs. Maggie Kendrick and men( had no official comment. tulles to permit FBI Agent on civil rights charges in the
The final rites for Mrs. Ca-'her sister, Mrs. Marcella Ozier But there was little doubt that Henry Bask to testify about an absence of a federal law
mille Copeny, 58, who died in were guests of their othzT sis- the murders of the three young alleged confession by elle of against murder.
case was first
Memorial Hospital Dec. 11, ter, Mrs. Mildred Floyd and men near Philadelphia, Miss., the men, !torero Doyle Bar- Evidence in the
submitted to the same grand
were held at St. Paul AME family in St. Louis, Mo., during Was the main Case to be pre- nelle. The government then deJury meeting here at an earlier
sented.
scantily dressed, as a trademark, Zion Church, where the Rev. the holidays.
Gerim:n actress Christiane Schmidclined to offer any more evi- session in Biloxi last August. At
Bruce officiating.
Mrs. Mack IN2-....om The order noted ihe jury was dence a n d charges were
C.
John
and
Mr.
tmer, who makes her Hollywood deshe should be allowed to retain the
that time, the jury returned inThe deceased was a member are the parents of a baby girl requested by U.S. Atty. Robert dropped.
but soon in a picture titled "Ships
name she has long been identified of St. Paul AME Zion church. born to them on Dec. 18. The llauberg, who asked for the 'Justice Department officials dictments against Rainey, Price
and three other law officers for
She is survived by her hus- newcomer has been named Jac- session specifically following said it was the first time to allegedly beating prisoners in
of Fools," has been asked by Columwith so fans will know who she is.
Samuel Copeny of North- quelyn Newsom. The mother the dismissal of charges against their knowleage, hearsay eviband,
bia Pictures to change her name to
Jail but did not mention the
Ships of Fools," a foreign made pic- fork, W. Va., a daughter, Mrs.
and daughter were doing nice- 21 white men arrested in the dence has been refused in a triple slaying.
something a little more pronounceture, is expected to be one of the Sarah J. Cole of this city, and ly at this writing,
case last month.
preliminary hearing, but added
The government felt it had
able. However, Christiane has said
controversial releases to h it the a son, Charles Corny, also of Mr. and Mrs. Henry and Mr. The 21 suspects — including Miss Carter's action had little a strong case during the August
this city.
and Mrs. Thomas Rogers were Neshoba County Sheriff Law- practical effect on the case. session. Since then the FBI has
no. Christiane says since the studio
American scene in many a day.
Interment occurred at West guests in the Thatinderbird Moobtained the alleged confession
insists that she continue appearing
Lawn Cemetery. J. D. Ledford tel on Highway 45 South on New
and possibly other new eviYear's night. Mr. and Mrs. Mar- Is convalescing from a recent dence. The grand jury is conshall were host and hostess. operation.
sidered largely a "blue ribbon"
They enjoyed a wonderful eve- Pastor L. J. Washington de- panel, composed mainly of busning together.
livered the sermon at Mt, Zion nessmen and executives with
Mrs. M. C. M. Harris of Knox- AME Church.
above-average education.
ville, Tenn. was a guest in the John Henry Shelton of Robinhome of her parents, Mr. and wood and Miss Louise Posey
Mrs. Fred Whitsett, during the were married on Dec. 12 at the
Christmas holidays. Mrs. Harrishome of Mrs. Maude J. New has taught social studies and berry. Their pastor, Rev. SamFrench in East Tennessee at uel Lee, officiated.
Charles M. Hall High School for
A reception followed at the
the past 20 y ears.
home of Mr. and Mrs. Will Pos.
, She is the widow of the late ey,, uncle and aunt of the bride.
Rev. M. C. Harris, who was Services at the Mt. Zion AME 13—Corresponeenee
prominent in religious work in Church were held as usual SunClubs
East Tennessee. Mrs, Harris is day. Rev. L. J. Washington is LONELY? HE HAPPY JOIN THE
remembered as Helen L. Whit- pastor. It was the beginning American Club. Sox 757, Clary Ind.
Send for War. today.
sett by hcr friends.
message of the new year.
LONELY, FIND LOVE, ROMANCE
Mrs. Mary Lou Sykes was Mrs, Annie Harris worshiped martial's. Tree names, photograph,.
Club, Hos 1273. Ocala 3, Fla.
guest of honor at a Christmas at the Mt. Zion Baptist Church Dixie
dinner party given by her sister, of Sprinville Sunday. Rev. T. C. 30—Femele Help Wanted
Mrs. Alice Blanchard of East Williams is the minister.
5141014— N.V. le NM wt. Tickets
St. Louis, Ill. Attending the din- Several visitors were in at- trent. Jobs
M & M. Agcy, MO
ner were Mrs. Sykes' son, Willie tendance at services of the New Pont A Vt WeitbUrY, N.Y.
B. Sykes of this city. Other Bethel Baptist Church, of which
guests were Mr. and Mrs. Steve Rev. M. L, Robinson is pastor. 32-141
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ilINNEssifir
.11 Mt. Canaan Baptist Church Church at College Station, Little
Rock, with Rev. Long of Littiel
last Sunday.
107—R+a1 Estate For UM
The afternoon service featur- Rock officiating.
ed an elaborate Christmas tree Burial was to take place MI
ToR SAT IS
unit
sponsored by Miss Haven of Rest Cemetery as Lit- Rosinels Kneen)4 enimoninp
Motel.
singlet 2 dlittlblelli
116"e" liv
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quarter. With offing. •
room turn. home • 4 room funs apt.
pants Many received tokens of Home was in charge.
Moldy turn TV, Cla. heat Air gond.
Further inf. Write P.O. Sox U. Seito
Rep. A. Clayton Powell, 2nd from right, hosted the top profesLeague prexy, Warren Giles; Paul l'orter, Washington, D. C. gifts handed to them from the The Bible Band met Thursday ton.
Nehreek.
evening at the home of Mrs.
tree.
sional baseball brass at a conference to discuss integration of the
counsel of Baseball Commissioner Ford Frick ; and Commissioner
Visitors at the mt. Canaan Sammie Gage.
111—Suburban,
Out-ofgame beyond the playing field in the Senate Building last week.
Frick. After the conference, Rep. Powell reported some real Church were Rev. and Mrs. A. The Missionary Society met
Town Real Estate
AME
The Congressman hopes the conference will spur integration of
progress had been made with indications that th big change Jackson of Birmingham, Mrs. Friday evening at Bethel
.
Sirt.
.
,°N
71 St..C..
1TTricartitt411.1.:1.1
Minnie Kelley of Springville Church. Mrs. Maude Kandry Is filitPAE
umpires, .oaches and. Managers. Shown with Rep. Powell are,
would be made within a few months.
Mitchum
prised 011 ht. Maul morn. •glegirrMrs. Flora Mae of Alabama president. Rev. Z. E.
left to right, American League President, Joe Cronin; National
4
6N"
City, and Rev. H. F. Gunn, who is Pastor.
a
trP:inhitseal. ai W"gaal 14/
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MITCHELL ROAD HIGH SCHOOL — One of the fastest.
grossing high schools in Shelby County is Mitchell Road
High school, recently accredited by the Southern Association for the Accreditation of Colleges and Secondary
Schools. Established in 1957, its enrollment has mushroomed to 1,400, with some 1,700 andcipated in the fall of 1963.

In photo, top left, is a front view of the school serving the
Walker Homes community. In center photo is Principal
Alonzo Weaver, who heads an energetic faculty. Photo at
top right is of a group of junior high school girls playing
basketball during a physical education class. Bottom left,
shows a group of boys using the opposite end of the gym-

library
nasium. Center view shows students in the school's
exgetting assignments during lunch period. At bottom
for
treme right, contractors are seen pouring foundation
the fall
new 19-classroom building which will be ready by
m.
of this year. Shown in the rear is the school's gymnasiu
,The.school has both top-rated football and basketball teams.

Di team won third place in a recent Holiday Basketball
Tournament sponsored by LeMoyne colege and played In
the school's Bruce Hall. (MLR Photos)

4 filM1

THE TRECE BRIDGE CLUB were hostesses to their many friends and holiday guests
on Wednesday, December 30 at the Flamingo Room. Their beautifully decorated &nee
was enjoyed by all who attended. Members
are shown left to right: (Front) Mesdames

'SOCIAL BEL),E' SOCIAL—Contestants in
the recent "Miss Social Belle" contest were
entertained at a party during the holidays
and given prizes for participating in the
first annual affair sponsored by the NAACP.
Contestants kneeling, from left, are Misses
Diane Owens, Join4tta Johnson, Deborah

MAGICIANS' INSPIRATION — The' Marl.
clans of LeMoyne College are Os en extra
encouragement and inspiration by the col.
leer's cheering squad, captaned by Miss
Lois Deberry, right, a junior of 1391 Led.

Satterfield and Betty Carter. Standing same
order, are Misses Janet Horne, first alternate; Patricia Mayweather, second alternate; Carla Allen, "Miss Social Belle;" and
Verma McKinney. Not shown are Joyce
Cochrane, Gloria Jean Copeland, Elsie Por.
ter and Lena Oliver. (Billy Duncan Photo)

ger, and the all-girl drill team, directed by
Miss Lora Ann Greene, left, a sophomore
of 1339 Gleason. Trainer of the two groups
physical
is Miss Lavetta Glover, center,
education instructor at LeMoyne.

Sara Carr, Rose Durr, Bettye VVblie, Salena
(141
Bolden and Catherine Baker. Standing
Martha Mitchell, Francis Davis, Loistine
BerTaylor, Lois Hfrsch, Mary Lou Bolden,
nice Hines, and Ernestine Scott. Not shown.
is Georgia Stewart.

a

N. 51
FUSE'
DUE NOT

Mr. and Mrs. William E. Nelson, Jr. were
of
honored with a reception at the home
Neltheir parents, Mr. and Mrs. William E.
son Sr., 1620 Sydney Street on December 27.
The bride is a 1964 graduate of Arkansas
AM & N College. Mr. Nelson, also a graduate of Arkansas AM & N College holds the
M. A. degree from AUanta University in
Political Science, lie is presently a member
of the faculty of Southern University, Baton
Rouge, La., where they are making their
honie. (Withers Photo)

CHECK FOR SCHUTERS' DINNER—N. .1.
Ford, left, of N. J. Ford and Sons Funeral
!tome, is seen presenting his check for S50
worth of tickets to the annual Chickasaw
Council Boy Scouts of American Scooters
Recognition Dinner to Whittier A. Sear-

Macke, Sr., general manager of the Tri
Slate Defender. The affair will be held In
the recreation room of Universal life Insurance company at 150 linden Ave. on Fri
day, Feb. 12. at 7 p.m. The dinners are.
‘Withoc., Photo)
two ,1011,

WE'
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At Coronation Ball For 'Miss LeMoyne'

Alp

ril

'MISS LeMOYNE' AND HER COURT —
Crowning event of the annual Coronation
Ball at LeMoyne College is the presentation
of the new 'Miss LeMoyne. and her court.
Here is LeMoyne's royalty of 1965. Front

row at left, standing left to right: Miss
Mary Maxine Gray, runnerup in the 'Miss
LeMoyne' contest; Miss Lora Ann Greene
(Miss Omega) and Miss Betty J. Johnson
(Miss Alph4). Standing at left, back row,

left to right: Miss Irene Turner (Miss AKA), Miss Bonnie M, Guinn (Miss Sophomore) and Miss Patricia Ann Townsel
(Miss UNCF). Seated on throne is Miss
- Geraldine Gray (Miss LeMayne of 1965).

Front row at right, left to right: Miss Sandra McGlavn (Miss Freshman), Miss Delores Joyner (Miss Homecoming) and Miss
Sylvia Williams (Miss Senior). Back row at
right, left to right: Miss Eddie Dale Ford

(Miss LeMoyne of 1964), Miss Lilia 1nn Abron (Miss Kappa), Miss Ruth Elaine Lee
(Miss Juunior) and Miss Nealey Williams
(Miss Delta). Seated front is little Gerald
Arthur Brown, page to Mi311 Ford.

And,The Escorts Were Sharp,Too!

e, Selena
ling (I-r)
I.oistine
,
den, Bei
ot shown.

the Trie held
life Inc. on Flintier% are.

WINNER AND RUNNERUP — Miss Geraldine Gray sits on her throne, holding the
traditional roses, after she had been crowned 'Miss LeMoyne of 1965,' At her side to
offer congratulations Is Miss Mary Maxine
Gray (no relation) who was runnerup in the
'Miss LeMoyne' contest. The winner is a

•

'o year-old English major and daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Gray, 1171 Englewood.
She is a senior. The runnerup is 20, a junior
history major, and the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Leo M. Gray, 1397 Ralston. Miss Geraldlne Gray won the contest, 272 to 168, in
a student election.

ADDING THE MALE TOUCH — Escorts for the young ladies in LeMoyne's Coronation Ball were, seated, left to
right: Jerry Johnson, Charles R. Diggs. Robert E. Williams,
James Scales and William Lambert, and standing, left to

right: Enrenro Morgan, Roosevelt Richardson, Joseph E.
Harris, Christopher Booth, Clinton H. Taylor, Melvin Turner, ('harles Jackson, Augustus Kelley and Frank Patterson

•
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Chuvalo Opens Camp
In Preparation For
FloydPatterson Bout

I

MONTICELLO, N. Y.—Brawny George Chuvalo,
ambitious to become Canada's second world heavy,
weight champion, opened camp here in the catskills to
finishing training for his big fight that might boost
I him into a title shot this year.
The dark-haired Toronto slugger and his entourage of 12 arThe fighter, forthright and,
riven' at the elaborate Kutsher's
well-spoken, surprised the his-,
Country Club here to complete
1 preparations for his 12-round l teners with his first pionounce'battle with Floyd Patterson at ment at Kutsher's: "The man
New York's Madison Square I'd really like to fight for
'
Garden, Feb. 1.
the l'
title is Sonny Liston."
The champion of Canada already had been sparring for lie made that declaration 1
six weeks with his five mates while looking over the ring
at a camp near Toronto.
Out in the 500-seat Conventioni
And he was sparring with Hall.
the weather which f or c ed
his New York-bound plane The statement was unexpecto land at Boston becaus e,ted because ex-champ Liston is
of heavily falling snow in the still considered the world's
New York area. Big George and. most formidable fi&hting man
his party hired a bus and drove by the odds-makers, despite his
from Boston to Kutsher's.
I sore•shoulder loss of the title
Chuvalo, 27, and' the father on a TKO to Cassius Clay last
of, four small boys, is ranked February. Before their return
third among contenders by the bout at Boston was indefinitely
World Box ing Association postponed in November, be(WBA) and first by his reddish- i cause of Clay's hernia, Liston
haired wife, Lynne. 21.
was favored at 2-1.
LeMOYNE'S GORDON SPARKLES — James Gordon, LeMoyne's big 6-4 senior forward from Louisville, Ky., leaps
Into the air to make one of his spectacular shots in recent
game with Parsons College's integrated team from Fair
Twyman, Adrian Smith, OSear Robertson and Wayne Embry scored eight points apiece
as the Royals gained a 36-30
CINCINNATI, Ohio — (UPI — lead at the end of the first guarIThe Cincinnati Royals, hitting ter.
50 per cent of their shots, rode After four minutes of the secto a 140-114 victory over the De- ond quarter. the Royals led 48troit Pistons, extending their32. And with four minutes left
winning streak to five straight in the half, Royal coach Jack
games in a row.
McMahon benched his firstJerry Locus and Jack Twy- stringers.
in
24
points
pumped
man
aPlecel The Royals led 73-53 at halfto share scoring honors for them me.
grabbed
also
,and
Lucus
Royals
Lucus scored 17 points in the
a game-high 27 rebounds,
second half. For the night, he
made eight of nine field goals
attempts and eight of eight from
the foul line:
Terry Dischinger topped the
Pistons scorers with 21 points.
Piston playing coach Dave Debusschere, who has a touch of
flu, didn't get into the game.

ROYALS WALLOP
PISTONS, 140-114

TV
No Down
Payment
On New
ZENITH and
MOTOROLA Sets
Also Have
Several
Used Models.
Call Mr. E. Jones
946-9591
1391 McMillian

Field, Iowa. Game was played in LeMoyne's gym with Parsons winning in the final seconds, 92-86. This action shot
was photographed by Robert Ilooks.

CALLING

..PITTSBURBH — (UPI)—Thel
Los Angeles Lakers invaded this'
Steel City for an NBA contest
with the Detroit Pistons and
were still numbed by theirl
treatment at the hands of the
Boston Celtics,
The Lakers, however, hoped
to regain their winning form and
icomposure against Detroit, a
Ream that Los Angeles has been
able to handle this season.

STATION WAGON SALE
1963 DODGE
$2695
Custom 880, 9 Pass., Dual Air Cond. &
Full Power, Still in Warranty

ALL

NEWSBOYS
_
You Can Earn Cash By Selling
The Tri-State Defender

$2695

1963 PONTIAC

Safari Station Wagon 9 Pass., Air Cond.
Fuji Power, One Owner, Low Mileage

$895

1961 CHEV.
Station Wagon

6 Cyl. Std. Transm., R.H.

$495

1957 PLYMOUTH

— •—

Hurry! Call JA 6-8397 Now!
236 So. Wellington St.

$495

1958 TRIUMPH
Station

Wagon, R.H., Economy Plus

1170 Union Ave.

276-4418

1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC

•ECAR WASH $

•

8 A.M.-6 P.M.

•
•
•
•

Sat. or Sun. $1.25
Sat. Open 8 AM. to 6 P.M.
Sun. Open 8 A.M. to 2 P.M.

•
•

•

•

Monday
thru
Friday

•
•
•
•
3100 Summer at Baltic
Newmuninummass•••••wwwwwwwelf

•
▪ SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH

A-1 USED CARS

HOBBY SCHOOL

0

1961
1495
1963
1495
1958
$495
1960
s695
1955
s495
1959
1963
1960
s895
1964 v'si!,Ds.17447.1F3fl..;.t.-tre.',-,., 12495
1957
$495
MERCURY 2 Dr., HI., R.H.
Autom., P.S.B.

$

FALCON 4 Dr., V-8, R.HI, Air
Cond. Still in Warranty

$

A CORTEZ OF
SELECTIONS OF CREATIVE
ARTS ARE READY FOR YOUR
IMMEDIATE ENROLLMENT

4

.

.

OLDS. 4 Dr., Auto!,
Power Steering

4110.01

1

FORD Conv't.
R.H., Autom

$695

FORD Fairlone 500 Wagon
R.N., AutoV.8., Vi

$ 1 795

FORD 4 Dr. Wagon
Fully Equipped

MIFIgh

7()\

:
)
... , ••••"`sis

MUSTANG New Fastback
2+2 (above) has joined the Mustang
Hardtop and Convertible.

PRICES
DRASTICALLY

REDUCED
NO MONEY
DOWN*
Trade-Ins Accepted

'57 Ford
$23.20 Mo.

rairlane "500" 4-door
Notes

'56 Ford
$15.47 mo.

Straight drive. Nine
Notes

955 GMC Pickup
'59 Ford
$17.27

Station wagon
Mo.
Notes

'63 Ford
6 cyl., 4-door, Loaded.
Vinyl trim, full power,
factory air.
Notes

'63 Ford 4-Door
Falrlanes and Galaxies
As Low As

$42.50 14°.

Bel Air. Red & White
Notes

$29.86 mci.

'64 Ford
4-door 6 cyl. "500" power
steering, brakes & air
Notes

$74.03 mo.

'64 Tempest
radio, heater, auto trans.
Like new. Still in warranty
Notes

$67.39 mo.

'62 Comet S-22
Air Conditioned
Notes

LEATHER CRAFT
KNITTING
RUG MAKING
& MODELING

VE311.4H r AuSttoan:l.7nP VSa. g.°7.

FORD R.H.
Autois

See The All New
1965 MUSTANG
Now On Display

'57 Chevrolet

FROM

HULL DOBBS

THE MUSTANG
IS HERE

$64.09 mo.

0111N•1111•1101111111111111111101111EITIM•INII•••1111111.1

•
s

HERFF
FORD
2450 SUMMER

Good shape.
Notes $25.78 Mo.

Station Wagon, Std. Transm. R.N.

Call or Come In Today.

LAKERS INVADE
PITT TONIGHT

CHUCK HUTTON CO.

BETTER BUY AT

THESE ARE HOBBIES-NOT ONLY FOR THE IDLE
MOMENTS OF LIFE BUT MONEY MAKING
CREATIVE 1DEAS-EVERYONE WOULD BE
INTERESTED IN

$43.68 No.

'60 Chev. Impala
Hardtop. Sharp.
Notes $48.50 Mo.

'60 Falcon
Real Economy
Notes $22.12

mi).

'64 Mercury
Factory Air Conditioned
Notes $68.76 h1°.

'63 Ford H'top
Straight Drive
Notes

$53.96 mo.

'63 Chevrolet
Hardtop. (3 to choose
from)
As Low As

$57.33 mo.

Up to 36 Mos. on Above

1 ORD Quietest, most eternal'
c.cr hulk New frame! New body!
intenor. Amences Nuts( new
t ‘,1)nder at
I II)

FORD
H.! Au
V.t8OntRt
6nictable

Financing No Problem, We Own Our
Finance Company
THIRD & GAYSO AVENUE 9 6-8871
OPEN NITES

CALL US TODAY FOR INQUIRY
525-2904

HERFF FORD
OPEN NITIIS

2430 Stumm.
Photo* 4311-111
'If you quoi.k

N. Y. Welfare Strike Enters Second Week
NEW YORK - (UPI) - The

basis. Wurf,The law prohibits strikes by cia news confererce that ty employes.
strikers would consid(..r any of- The city has refused to negofer "which honorably deals tiate wages and working conditions outside its career and salik
with the situation."
ary plan that applies to all
He called on the city to "tryiemployes.
to stop coercing the workers{ As the year's first real winter
through the Condon-Wadlin Aet snow storm blanketed the city,
and' tackle the real issues-wad 10 of 25 city welfare centers
remained closed by the strike.
ges and working conditions,"I
City
Welfare
Commissioner
"emergency only"

city's welfare strike entered its
second week with • a new threat

said at

of walkouts by thousands of
other city employes. Half a million relief recipients continued
to feel the walkout's effects.
Mayor Robert F. Wagner,

meanwhile appealed for striking employes of the department
of welfare to return to their
jobs before they lose them comJames B. Dumpson warned in
pletely next week under state
a television news progrr.m that
law. About 5,000 of the 7,000
even current limited services
strikers already have been dismight be curtailed by threats
missed but have a short time to
Mordecai Luk, the central fig- to volunteers.
apply for heinstatement.
Wagner called the walkout "ilore in the celebrated "man of,
legal and unnecessary." The
the trunk" case, agreed to give
,threat of new walkouts appeared
his wife a divorce. Luke was
'after Jerry Wurf, international
found bound, gagged and
president
of
the
i.n erIcan
,drugged in an Egyptian diploROBERT WAGNER
Federation of State, County and
,matic trunk three years ago
Municipal Employes, said he , 8
when he crossed into Egypt,
'would call meetings of 55 city hcheduled in the strike which ,
as put welfare service for
employes' locals to "discuss the
500,000 poor New Yorkers on an
members involvment in sup-

fi

592 Door
Hard Top DeSota

the dispute beyond their
present financial and moral

A-1 Condition
Full Power.
Take Up Notes.
Call E. Jones,
946-9591
1391 McMillian

port of

commitments."

CAN YOU USE

Local 371 of Wurf's union and
the Independent Social Service

MORE

CASH?_
CITY FINANCE
GROUND

Employes union walker: out over
demands for higher pay and
better working conditions.
Asked if he meant to imply
the other union locals- which

FOOD FOR TIIE NEEDY - The Bluff City Jonior Chum
her of Commerce provided a merrier Christmas for more
than 200 families, and here some of the members are shown
with, baskets assembled in Bruce Hall of LeMoyne college.
From right are Edward Davis, Ernest Owen, treasurer;
Harrell C. Moore, president; Mrs. Vivian Baer, Public Wel-

Wurf

declined

comment.

He

No

new

negotiations

as thy open.•" The Rev. Martin
Luther King, recent recipient
of the Nobel Peace Prize, continually reverberates this advice.
Maryland's two state medical colleges are seeking more
women and Negro students.
Are they ready to enter? . .
Not only are students overcoming academic barriers, they
are also overcoming social
ba rriers.
John Perdew, a 22-year-old
Harvard student, las'. month
wed Amanoa Bowe, 19, a Negro from Americus, Ga.
Permanent residence of John
McGiver, star of "Many Happy
Returns" on the CBS Television
Network, is a 133-year-old re•
modeled church in West Fulton,c
N.Y.

Mentally Defiiient
An estimated 2,750,000 Americans are mentally deficient as
a result of defective develop
nient before birth. Many of
these people might have been
helped had today's scientific advances been available to earlier
generations, according to The
National Foundation-March of
Dimes.

Harvester St.
Phone 357-531 1
•, •, 4) 0000rtv0v
ernisf.'1•,

THEL
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Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
to your door weekly? YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE
SCHOOL ITEMS
Fill in the order blank today, and start the Defender coniin to you weekly,

Better Values At Lower Prices

KLONDYKE
FURNITURE CO
1284 JACKSON AVE.
PA Waters, Owner

275-8451
Mail to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street Memphis, Tennesee

IN MEMORY OF MY MOTHER
OWN YOUR OWN HOME I79 BEAU
BETTY COTTON, ON THIS taut Lakewood Garden. No maim
ty (.1;:tmesp..nCyell 31,5142.1711,14,134o pen.
nn
y wntt,,,lror
DECEMBER 16, 1964, MOTHER
1143 or 357.2775.
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E. Sons..
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ONLY $300 DOWN
1794 NORFOLK

TWO FURN. ROOMS. 56 It Al WE.
Single moo or working woman. Use
of utilities
telephone. Can srrengs
person on welfare or retired
by
mo.. cheerier. Between Crump Blvd St
fikr. T. HI SCSI. No. 4 or 8 (Welker'
Hue Line. 547 Dutro. JA 6-0175.
TWO 1,uitN. Rou1011. ad 16 $7 WE.
Single 0000 or 05015105 women. Use
of utilities • telephone. Can arrange
to a nelson oo welfare or rented bp
0,0.,@beeper. between Clump blvd.
NKr. '1'. W. Sall, No. 4 or 5 (Walgerl
Bus Line, 547 Dutto, JA 6-0106,

to

LOW DOWN PAYMENT. . . 36 MONTHS TO PAY

Now is V.° Time To Step Up To A Late Model Cadillac

'64 CADILLAC

'63 CADILLACS

55.301
FLEETWOOD
Stock No. 241 Gold with b.ge Ink., interior, foil, neifteed, lector, air.
10 002 •ctual tune.

$3,880
SEDAN
Stock N. 213. Turquoise with matching inferior, lolly wain:sod. including
factory as On owner and real (kJ,.
$4,5 50
SEDAN DI VILLE
Stock No. IV. Mkt blue with matching Inferior, fully equipped ioclupi*g
Int., air. One own,
SEDAN
$3,580
Stock No. Ill. Slue with matching isterin, fully equipped including lector,
•ir. One owner.
CONVERTIBLE
54.200
Stock No 115. Sad with black tee, rod leather interior, fully equipped int.'.
;ay factory air One own,.
FLEETWOOD
$4.350
Stock No. 322. Sky blue
ntotP0ed including
factory ad. One won.
COUPE DI VILLE
$4,1511
Stock No. 334. Tim:twin
•q1SOPed including
factory Or. Co cownur.
COUPE EL VILLE
84,150
Stock Nat. id tight gr.eri, beige leather interior, fully equipped 'flowing
tarkwo air 'ow mileage.
FLIRTY/O/D
54,200
Stock No. 251 Dark No. with enetchmq interior, fully aeNipped ,ncluthng
factory air. In mileage.

SEDAN'
B4,915
s ocr, No. NT gent with while, fully equipped includiag factory air. 11.000
•clual

By PAM MCALLISTER
Mothers today can be proud
of the educational facilities not
only offered, but utilized by
their children. The new generation is preparing to "carry
the torch."
One new program is in the
addition of foreign languages to
elementary curriculums. Negro
pupils in Elementary Schools
have "fun" and consider them.
languages.
selves lucky to learn new
"The purpose of the elementary school language program
is to make foreign languages
less foreign," according to the
instructors . . .
"Be ready to enter the doors

Apply,
3003

were

inevitable.

Answering a question about
recent reports of right-wing infiltration of the Police Departments in numerous cities, Murphy replied. "The Police Dspartment will not be coerced into conducting a witc h hunt on
the left or right."
Murphy also reiterated his opposition to a civilian board to
hear charges of police brutality.
saying it would "dilute" the authority of his office.

ENGINEER
Colley• Graduate
with FE Dove. and Factory
Equipment Experience.

By It

AFTER XMAS
SPECIALS

NEW YORK -(Li P -Police Commissioner Michael Murphy warned that continued 'sick/
and sinister speculation" about
future violence becomes "conductive to Chaos" and should
be halted at once.
Murphy served notice that
any actual outbreaks or attempts to create confusion and
disorder here this summer
would be met "14 the swift
application of all legal means if
enforcement."
He spoke at a luncheon of thr
New York Chapter of the Am?i
ican Jewish Committee.
Murphy recalled the warnings
of a "long, hot summer" that
proceeded last summer's racial
flareups here and said they,
were repeated so often that pee-1
ple came to believe trouble was

Needs
1.1.4rt F.,.ornani FI•ctri;a1

said the union would discuss
with them "the jeopardy they
have been thrown into."
I

Warns Public
'Squelch Talk
Of Race Wars

rtoria
STERICK BUILDING
- WHERE .0.AS OKI YOU
OfT Patflf111111114l
SHIV/CE

he said represented 40,000 city
workers-would join the strike,

fare department; Rufus Jones, vice president; Mrs. Addle
Golden. LeMoyne librarian; Otis Lightfoot, vice president,
and Mrs. Willette Humphrey, Public Welfare department.
The Jaycees provided girls with dresses, blouses, sweaters
and socks. All received toys. (Henry Ford Photo)

INTERNATIONAL
HARVESTER
memyais Weris

COUPE DE. VILLE
KEES
,
1
Stock No. 215, Light blue, blue interior, fully equipped. ;pow*, Cud".
SEDAN DE VILLE
54.815
interief,
fully equippent incluchng
Stock No 314 Ticenuni. with matching
factory •if One owner, edr• nice.
COUPE DE VILLE
54,875
Stock No 114 White arid bloc* with black interim., tally equipp.1, including
factory sif One owner. Ida no.
CONVERTIBLE
54.,(10
Stock No. 35/ Beige nth be:. top matching leather interior, fully
nisipped, including factory air, 13.000 •ctund co* owner miles.
SEDAN
$4.450
Stock No 340 Solid whit* with dark blue ',Seri., folly equipped including
factofy ad One owner trade-in.
COUPE DE VILLE
$5,100
Stock No 321. Lime with beige homer interior, bucket seats, fully equipped.
inciuding factory •ii, 11,000 •ctoal

FLEETWOOD
$zrts
Stock N. 203. Sold black with beige inferior. Fully equipped including
factor, air. On owner trade...
FLEETWOOD
$2,785
Stock No. 2311. Solid black yrith black mid white interior. Fully equipped
including factory Or. Ono tuner, real nice.
SEDAN
$2,710
Stock No. 3.7. White yfifk block and whit. inferior. Fully equipped includ•
in factory Si,. 5.t. nice.
SEDAN DE VILLE
52.850
Stock No PNA Dark blue with matching interior. FOlt equiend includisg
factory ad Ectra nice
SEDAN DE VILLE
13.100
Stock No IN. Solid white with black sod white interior. Fully equipped
including factory air. One neer, like cum.
COUPE
$2,850
Stock No IIIA Sires with ...kin fop beige Wiwi.. Fully equipped imluo.
In factory •if toe iwInge and GM. nice.
•
13 OLDSMOOILE "Ss"
$2,550
Stock No 313* 2 duo, lierdlop Slue will,
fop and bin leatherette in.,
,allI in1U.InPed including tact., air, 11,000 actual on owner miles.

4

SEDAN DE VILLE
stet. No. NT. Silver with black and white inturnid
finctin air. On rover, extra *here.

$2.154
in,lludi,,.

SEDAN DE SILLS
..52.700
Simi No 1404 Solid Wad wilt block mid white inert.. Fully equipped
including Incionn Mit. Extra nice.
SEDAW DE SILLS
$2,111
Stock No 312 lielge with matching interior. Fully equipped inhaling lector,
•ii One owner, low mileage.

13 PONTIAC SONNEVILLE
$1.710
Stock No, NIA. Red with white fop. fed leatherette itderior. Fully equipped 0.
elating tiactory lit. 22,0110 •thol 044 ow., milos.
'S6 FORD
$SEI
Stock No 1521. Solid by.. Equipe.' with
cyl. nein*, dand•rd thi,o radio,
header, arid new whitewall tires, The ideal sowed car.
70 50117g7 From

For ccomplot• isformatioe coll on. of the followlee inborn..;
FIUME or .501 McMINM, used car manager.

-.11111111

holly

Heip Wantea

SOS SNORT-NOWARD MASSET-FLOYD McKEEMEN

outhern Motors

Jobe welting MOM Agcy. 210 POO
MAIDS - N.Y. - to 365 wk. Ticket. rent
Ave. Westbury. N.Y.

N Ire three bedroom home
ehrellwat terse lot. 500229.
E. L. Font, 226-2090.
JOHN IS. 00005415 CO.
Kr ALTORS
327-5636
Poplar Pies.

Thle 4. soar 1011 rhnnee to nun
a pretty deplex. Lech side hes
tumerabe Innen and bath. Monthnate* $69; Inoludn principal,

intereet. tares end Ingereneo. Von
COO rent enp sidn for
nmnth.

NO DOWN PAYMENT
OR CLOSING COST TO G.I.
1540-1547 Mabtewnod, near liollYwoad end P heeles. Mrs. W. M.
Jerlo•On. 452-6260.
JOHN B. GOODWIN 11'0..
REALTORS
327-56:16

Addle,. -Telephone No
School, now winking

AN UNTAPPED
SOURCE OF
REVENUE
FOR YOU
saleswoman
and
Salesmen
wanted to sell retail advertising in the Memphis market.
We pay 25 per cent ar.d 30
per cent cortraet commission
on the dollar.
THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Wellington Street
236 Smith
Memphis, Tenn.
EMMAI,r HKI,P WASTED
Attrartive, intelligent, alert: representative for Chicago agency. 17 No,
State St., Suite 1320. Chicago 2. 111.

PRINTERS WANTED
(Male and Female)
proofoperators.
Linotype
readers and floormen. Only experienced personnel should ap
ply. Witte, Personnel Dept. c-0
S.
Defender, 2400
Chicago

Michigan Ave., Chicago ;',0616,
Illinois.

EXPER. BABY
NEEDS WORK
Neat In appearance, years of
experience. Prefer hours of 8
A.M to 5 P.M. Mrs...adie Askew
0013649
100 MAIOR suer.iwari NOW
Mahan salaries. NO waiting to start
work No experience needed. NIneet
homme. Enjoy own Man with TV
Fere edvennd Free gift on arrival
Meet your Mende here. Mood navihe awl
phone number of reference immediett•ly
AISLE MAIDS JIIIIENCY
163 N. Maio $trete
Erneoll N I
MAIDS, GUAR. GOOD NEW YoRK
LIVICAN .141011. 475-55 PIght
Alik ADVANCED.
HAROLD 11451110% M S.5 r
DOS 111
i,sNRhifNPK, N. V.
ISO
SPARE TIME EARNINGS R
OH TY PIM). WRITE TO HOE 3941.
VV IN 6 run SALEM. NC.ENCLOSE
STA M FED SELF-A MIRE/MEL) EN
VISLOAS an 50. 00/91 FUR REPLY,

FOR SALE: Jeep. $64.50, mete $6.18.
.ypewriters $4.15. •Irplanee 572 20,
autos. farm tractors, and many others
too numerous to mention. Direct from
U.S. Government. For complete ditectory where to buy In your nett gend
21.00. or $1.75 for national directorY
oO Blaketng Surplus. P.O. Boo 223.
Memphis. Tenn.. 38101.

est frien
ton, assi
First Ch
43rd and

roister Mut

WANTED
Two teachers: (Male or Female) For
educational work In wire time. Will
not Interfere with present activities.
Reply to: Teachers, 13rn, 311
Tri-State Defender

555 per

FOR SALE. Jeep* $64.50. boot, 56 Ili
typewi Here $4.15, elrplenee 572.20.
itutria farm tractor., and many other.
too numerate to mention. Littect from
U.S. Government. For complete 4N-eatery where to buy in your state. sent
11.00. or 01.75 fa national directory
to Inaketag Surplua. P.O. Box 223,
Memphis, Tenn., 38101,

1663 NETHERWOOD
100 PER CENT 0. I.
NO112.21 6502.00
AbsO/utelg more for the money In
this lovely brick TO-Plax horne
With hardwood Gs. 321.1 wiring.
Large basement over 11100 sq. feet,
Carport and garage.
Canaria API..
Prluele 0001, Orte 07 the lovely
homes In Glenview. already oppraind e $13.500.
HOME PLLS MORE
CALL TO SEE
W. TIRADE
Olt Carrie a Co. Realtors, 1018
S. HollOway. Maio height..
Call to see office number home685-89:18. Office 327-4188.

11I5R1)50 VAN SERVICE
price. 398-4237 or 11117.2410.

Move. th

PEST
EXTERMINATING CO.
TERMITES-ROACHES
WATER BUGS-RATS /4
1
Licensed and Bonded .
11
CALL US BEFORE YOU ARff
EMBARRASSED

El. G.I. MOVE IN
NiffE: 564
1732 PRKKION
Two Larger Bedrooms
Hall.
• 19-19 Carpet le L.R.
• Modern Kitchen.
• Tile Rath
• Storld Morn.
• {Vieth., Owed..
• Floured Attie.

• Metal Awning.
• ti•rIteke Moirsce.

• Fonred Yard.
Eve...tient lot. Shown by •Pltoletmeet. Mr. Wm. Lvrelt. 458-3500,
$$$$$$ IN 1,41.
441115 It.
REALTI11114
327.6636
Poster Pieta

"WE KILL TO LIVE"

CALL

O.Z. EVERS
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
PH. FA 7-6033

ATHAN'S
LOAN
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UFFICE

BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • (MOATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE

176 a 178 BEAL STREET JA 6-5300

EPSTEIN

LOAN OFFICE
162-164-166 BEALE ST.

MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL

JA 6-1450
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